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Here is a combination of a wheel chair and a carrying
chair. We give you two pieces in one, and for one price.
This is one of the many new and ingenions devices for the relief and comfort of
the aged, sick and infirm. We have a
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complete department given up to this class
of furniture, and we publish an illustrated
catalogue devoted wholly to these invalid
goods. It is sent to any address on receipt
of three 2-cent stamps for postage.
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The Kkv. Joseph McGratii, O.SS.K., pate, gracefully giving the honor of all
of the church of Our Lady of Perpetual that had been done for the faith in his
Help, Koxbury, died last Monday, at diocese, to the people, priests and
one o'clock. His funeral took place on religious.

Thursday, at nine o'clock.

Thk Forty Hours' Devotion will take
a corporatio i organized under the laws place next week in the following
of the Commonwealthof Massachusetts, churches : St. Joseph's, Wakefield ; St.
and consisting of one hundred of the Gregory's, Dorchester ; St. Mary's,
leading Catholic clergymen of New Georgetown; Blessed Sacrament, KoxEngland.
bury.
At the close of a recent mission given
OFFICERS:
President, Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin, by the Paulist Fathers in the cathedral
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
of Sacramento, Cal., Bishop (irace conVice-Presidents Very Rev. John K. firmed more than 100 adults, most of
Barry, Y. G., P. R., Rev. James whom were converts received before or
O'Doherty, P. R., Rev. Edward Mc- during the mission.
Sweeny, Rev. James Coyle, Rev.
One of the touching and pathetic inciThomas Broderick, Rev. Daniel O'Suldents of the .Memorial Day exercises in
livan, P. R., Rev. Thomas Smyth.
Cincinnati was the decoration by the
Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
G. A. K. of the graves of ten Sisters of
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin, Charity whoserved thesick and wounded
D. D.; Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis, and soothed the dying veterans of the
P. R.; Rev. John J. Lyons, Rev. Denis war.
O'Callaghan, D. D; Rev. John O'Brien,
Sister Maria Angela is dead from
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev. William
P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell, that terrible scourge, leprosy, contracted
while nursing the leper-patients of
Rev. John M. Mulcahy.
Managing. Director, Rev. John O'Brien.
Cocarite, the Isle dv Trinidad, West
Indies. The Asylum is under the care
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
of twelve Dominican Sisters, and con____^___

:

Two Dollar*
Five Cents

Yearly Subscription
Single Copies

tains 259 patients.
The Catholic Library Propaganda of
The cost of subscription may be reduced by paying from two to four years Pamplona, Spain, reports that during
the year 1899 it gratuitously distributed
in advance, as follows:
to various conferences, hospitals, jails,
Two Tears
»3.00
Three Tears
4.00 workingmen's
societies, etc., 14,990
Four Tears
5.00
books, 89,902 tracts and 80,880 copies of
Club rates:
the review, l/i Amlancha.
Five copies to one address (or a year 7.50
Ten copies to one address for a year IS.SO
A very successful settlement was
in Paris some years ago by the
started
application.
Printed rates sent upon
General Advertising, 20 cents per line, Countess dc Gramont. The continual
supervision of the work has been underagate.
Send money by check, post-office order taken by the Countess Marie Xamokska
or registered letter; not in bills.
and three other young women who live
Send all money and address all com- together, and have made friends with
munications to the
800 families.
Review Publishing Co.,
In Alabama, in the Mobile diocese,
194 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass. Key. Henry O'Grady and Rev. D. A.
Chisholm are missionaries. Of the neAdvertising Manager, Charles E. Putgroes of Mon Louis they say : " If one
nam, 194 Washington St. Boston.
wishes to see what the Catholic Church
Entered as second-class matter In the Boston can do for the negro, let him go to Mon
Post Office, Dec \u25a0 1.1888.
Louis on Mobile bay. There he will find
Saturday, June 9, 1900. a community where crime is unknown,
and where faith and religion shape the
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
lives of the people. Men ask oftentimes
The silver jubilee anniversary of St. whether there is any solution of the
is here right
Vincent's Orphan Asylum, Saginaw, negro problem ? The answer
at hand."
Mich., took place last month.
Monks from La Trappe monastery,
The commencement exercises of St.
N. S., arrived June 2, at the
Tracadie,
John's College, Fordham, N. V., will take
new monastery now being erected in
p.
place Wednesday, June 20, at 2.30
K. Cumberland, K. I. They have a farm of
Rev. L. F. Gobei.l, who for the last about 400 acres. Five weeks ago the
three years was stationed in Adams, buildings were begun, consisting of the
Mass., was recently transferred to the monastery, a barn and tool-house. The
first Mass was celebrated in the chapel
Holy Name Church in Worcester.
The will of George Huhn, filed in of the new monastery June '\u25a0>. The other
Washington, D. C., leaves $5,000 for the members now at Tracadie, will probably
establishment of a scholarship in the arrive at Cumberland within two weeks,
Josephinum College at Columbus, Ohio. when the old monastery, where the
monks of this order have lived for more
A rumor is abroad stating that Lady than 100 years, will be abandoned.
Wimbourne, sister of Lord Randolph
Congratulations poured in from all
Churchill, and favorite aunt of the Duke
of Marlborough, has entered the Church. sides on Bishop Healy, of Portland, this
week, on the occasion of the celebration
Sister M. Frances Nunan, who died
of his silver jubilee in the purple. Specrecently in Cincinnati, was one of the ial services were held in the churches of
original band of Sisters of Mercy who
his diocese, in observance of this joyful
came thither from Ireland nearly forty- event, and the exercises that marked
two years ago.
the jubilee in Portland were attended
Itis said that the brother,nephews and by large numbers of people of all classes
nieces of the historian Froude are all and of every creed. On Tuesday the
converts. There is, however, one ex- celebration was attended by Archbishop
ception, a sister's son, the brilliant Williams of Boston, Bishop Bradley of
writer, W. H. Mallock, who has not yet Manchester, N. H., Bishop Brady of
entered the Church, though he writes Boston, Bishop Beaven of Springfield,
so favorably of her claims.
Mass., Bishop Tierney of Hartford, Ct.,
The new Gate of Heaven Church in Bishop Michaud of Burlington, Vt, and
South Boston will be opened for public a large number of priests. At the catheworship on Sunday, June 17. It is one dral of the ImmaculateConception ponof the finest ecclesiastical structures in tifical Mass was celebrated by Archthe archdiocese, and does great credit to bishop Williams. Bishop Healy delivthe zeal of the Rev. Robert J. Johnson ered an address, in which he returned
and his curates and the generosity of thanks to the assembled clergy for the
his people. His new chapel at City honor done him, spoke of the work acPoint, which was opened recently, has complished by the Church in Maine during the twenty-five years of his episcobeen named St. Eulalia's.
?

?

Rev. Mother St. Maurice, of the congregation of Notre Dame, Montreal,
celebrated, on June 8, her golden jubilee.
She is a cousin to Sister Mary Baptist
Russell, one of the pioneer Sisters of
Mercy in California, and also to the Rev.

Matthew Russell, S. J., of Dublin, Ireland, and Lord Charles Russell, Chief
Justice of England.
In the State of Missouri Sister Mary
Rose Broughton, of St. Vincent's Institution for the Insane, in St. Louis County,
will serve in the Tenth Census District.
The St. Vincent's Institute is the largest
insane asylum in the state of Missouri,
and one of its cardinal principles is that
the outside world shall not be permitted
to gaze upon the infirmities of the patients. For this reason the Sisters petitioned the Washington authorities to
permit one of their number to take its
enumeration.

For the week ending May 31, 21 children
11 boys and 10 girls?were received into the Home for Destitute Catholic Children; 4 boys and 4 girls were
placed in families; 3 boys and 4 girls
were restored to relatives. Remaining in
the Home, May;51,248 children? 139boys
and 109 girls. The following subscriptions and donations have been received
for the week : Friend, $10 ; Messrs. William H. Quirk, MichaelReardon, Friend,
$5 each. Donations of money, clothing,
stores, or any articles useful to the children or in the Home are respectfully
?

solicited.
Rev. J. J.Murray, pastor of St. Luke's
Church, Sparrow'sPoint, Md., celebrated
Mass at the United States military reservation at Fort Howard, Sunday, June 3,
and administered Paschal Communion
to the Catholic soldiers, about twentylive in number. When he called at the
fort to ascertain the number of Catholic
soldiers there, he was received with the
greatest cordiality and respect by the
commanding officers, Captain Stewart
and Lieutenant Gallup, and the library
tent was placed at his disposal, with permission to convert it into a miniature
chapel for services.
June 1, President McKinley, accompanied by Secretary Long and Private
Secretary Cortelyou, visited the Catholic
University at Washington. They called
on the rector, Monsignor Conaty, and
then, with him and Dr. Garrigan, the
vice-rector, they met the professors and
students in the assembly room,

McMahon Hall. The Rector made a
speech of welcome, to which President

McKinley responded in appreciative
terms. The professors and students
were then presented to the President
and Secretary Long, who were afterwards
escorted by Monsignor Conaty and Dr.
Garrigan through the different buildings
and entertained at the Rector's house.
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BERKSHIRE NOTES.
[From our own correspondent.]

A

mission

began last Sunday at St.

Patrick's Church, West Stockbridge.
Three Catholic judges have been selected for the high school competition
essays at Pittsfield. Last year the judges
were all Protestants. The judges this
year are Rev. W. F. Ryan of St. Charles'
Church, Miss Ivans, principal of the
Redrield School, and Lawyer Scully.

A local centre of the League of the
Sacred Heart was formed at All Saints',

Ware, on Tuesday evening. For eight
has been affiliated to
St. Joseph's Centre, Pittsfield. All
Saints' is the twelfth centre formed by
the zeal of St. Joseph's promoters.
years this branch

CATHOLIC ALUMNI SODALITY OF
BOSTON.
As a result of a conference between the
authorities of Harvard College and representatives of our society, we are pleased to
announce that rooms in the Harvard College buildings will he set aside for the use
of all Catholic societies that are interested
to any extent in the visit of the Cuban
teachers to this country. The apartments
thus set aside may be used for the purpose
of posting therein such circulars, programmes, bulletins, or invitations as Catholic societies may choose to issue for the
benefit of the visitors, and also for posting
such notices as may call attention to any
church services especially provided for the
Cubans.
It is suggested that societies interesting
themselves in this matter appoint a joint
executive committee to arrange for the attendance in theroom of oneor more persons
prepared to give such information as may
he desired by the visitors, and to make
such announcements as any society or societies may desire to have made. A meeting for this purpose will be held on June
14, at St. Alphonsus' Hall, Roxhury. It is
hoped that societies sending representatives to the meeting will furnish them with
full information as to the possibility of
supplying attendants at the rooms, and
with the names of volunteers for this service who, are familiar with the Spanish
language. In fact, any person who can
furnish such names can render valuable
assistance in making the apartments of
great usefulness to the visitors.
Many Catholic churches and institutions
are included on the official bulletin published by the University for the Cuban
teachers: and it is proposed to issue a list
of all the city and neighboring churches
and institutions for them as a souvenir.
Further particulars may be had on application by letter addressed to Mr. J. M. D.
H.
Ford, Harvard College, or Mr.
Douglass, Boston College.
James R. Murphy, President.
William H. Ruddick, M. D.,
First Vice-President.
John T. Bottomley, M. D.,
Second Vice-President.
John B. Doyle, Secretary.
M. F. Byrne, S. J., for
J. Havens Richards, S. J.,
Spiritual Director.
Executive Committee.
Boston College, June 1, 1900.

The Rev. Richard J. Barry, pastor
of St. Cecilia's Church at the Back Bay,
died on June 5, of pneumonia, after a
week's illness. He had only recently
returned from Europe. Father Barry

was born May 27, 1850, and was baptized
by the present Archbishop, then Father
Williams of St. James' parish. He was
educated in the Boston public schools,
and at the Montreal Seminary ; and in
Montreal, at the early age of twentythree, he was ordained to the priesthood. After serving as assistant in St.
Thomas' Church, Jamaica Plain, he was
made pastor of St. Teresa's in West
Roxbury, where he paid oft" a heavy
debt on the church, and built a new
church in West Dedham. He was next
sent to Hyde Park, where he built the

church of the Precious Blood, the convent and schools. After this, being removed in 1899 to the Back Bay district,
he built St. Cecilia's Church and residence, where he died. He was widely
known and respected by Catholics and
Protestants.
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Aggressive and faithful in expression of
Catholic opinion on current topics, yet, because of ability, carefully read by nonCatholics Its circulation and influence are
steadily and rapidly increasing.

Subscription $3,00 Yearly,

The Sacred Heart Review.
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WTehk'sNews.
After a number of false rumors
Pretoria
and reports as to the fall of PreSurrenders. toria, it appears to be settled definitely at last that the city is in
the hands of the victorious British. At the head of
his great army Lord Roberts entered the submissive
capital of the South African Republic last Tuesday
afternoon, 236 days from the beginning of the war,
and live weeks from the inception of the northward
movement from Bloemfontein. Boer opposition to
his advance Tuesday proved futile, and General Botha
withdrew his forces, allowing the British to take the
city without a blow. The failure of the Boers adequately to defend Pretoria indicates a total change in
the original Boer plans, in which a prolonged siege of
the capital was calculated on. The causefor the abandonment of that part of the plan of campaign is probably because of the strength of the British army sent
against them being so vastly greater than anything
the Boers expected at the time their plans were made.
That the Boers, despite their desperate situation, do not consider
Still Fighting
may
Desperately. themselves finally crushed
.......
~
from the despatches
be gathered
that come, telling of fighting at other points than
Johannesburg and Pretoria. In General Rundle's attack on the entrenched Boers, seven miles east of
Senekal, May 29, the British did not see a Boer all
day, so completely were they screened. The British
rifleinfantry did not get within 1,000 yards of their
Roberts
were
sufLord
by
182
losses
wired
men. The
fered by the Grenadiers and Scots Guards while advancing over a level from which the grass had been
burned. One newspaper correspondent, who claims to
have had an interview with President Kruger, says
he declared they would wage an irregular warfare,
i

r

.1

1

t ..1,.,.-

that

cut off Lord Robert's communications, and require
the British to keep 100,000 men as a standing army in
the Transvaal. Secretary Reitz said that the real
difficulties of the British had just begun.
As a further proof of their deciAnother Instance. sion to keep up the fight, even
though the odds are so much
against them, comes the report that the entire battalionof the 13th Imperial Yeomanry, an Irish regilast week,
ment, had to surrender to a force of Boers
war
office Lord
to
the
report
In
his
Lindley.
near
Roberts hopes that it will not be long before he has
But a
forced the Boers to release these prisoners.
success like this may hearten the Boers to further and
more desperate resistance.
.
Nearly every army officer who
oci

1

arrives from the Philippines

Are the Filipinos
Crushed ?

in-

forms the inevitable interviewer
that the Filipinos are crushed,
over.
To offset these statements,
and that the war is
of casureports come continually of fighting, and lists
regularity.
with
ominous
in
the
papers
up
alties turn
Wednesday's papers had an account of how, on the
previous day, Company Eof the Thirty-fifth Infantry
four
attacked a band of Filipinos who were intrenched were
Americans
Seven
Nor/.agaray.
of
.miles north
Inwounded. Later re-enforcements from the Third
the Filifantry obtained a flank position and charged
pinos, but were unable toget nearer than fifty yards,
The men of
on account of the nature of the ground.
hills
and routed
the
circled
the Third Regiment then
them, (ieneral Funston's
the enemy, killing two of
The
expedition of three companies has returned.
rescue Captain Roberts, who was

men were unable to
recently captured by the rebels.
The entire volunteer army now
The War Departments serving in the Philippines, and
Problem. numbering 31,000 men, will, under
the law that created it, go out of
30,
1901, and a rather embarrassing
existence on June
problem is at present before the War Department, in
the date named, at
how to get that army home before
troop* of the
other
the same time relieving them with
regular

.

establishment as far as possible. General
proposed to maintain an army of

Corbin says it is
40 000 regulars in

the Philippines so long as required,
to draw upon the
and to do this it will be necessary
troops in Cuba.
It was asserted by a prominent
a
nd reliable American journal,
Japan.
Russia and
this week, that the war in South
is from many standpoints,
struggle
Africa, Bad as that

has been the means of averting another war. Nearly
six weeks ago the crisis between Russia and Japan
reached a point where hostilities were regarded as inevitable by the authorities of both countries. A deadlock had been reached over Japan's installation of a
trader in the best locations at Masampo, where the
king ofCorea a year ago had given Russia the right to
settle, on condition that she did not fortify the place.
Japanrefused to withdraw her unofficial representative'
and prepared to defend him in his possession. The
Japanesehad the right to expect the support of England under the existing understanding in proceeding
to extremities, but the Japanese government received
an intimation from London that Great Britain would
be unable to act while the war in South Africa continued. The note conveying this intimation contained
the advice that Japan should settle the matter with
Russia in the easiest manner possible. Thereupon the
Tokio government reluctantly withdrew from its
bellicose attitude. War usually breeds war, and even
in this case there is reason to believe that the conflict
between Japan and Russia has only been postponed
for a brief season, for the spirit of the Japaneseis more
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Karly this week it was reported
bubonic plague, which
has gained a foothold among the
Plague
Restrictions.
Chinese in San Francisco, had
ceased to spread. The Board of
Health on Monday decided to stop the running of
street-cars through Chinatown and to increase greatly
the stringency of the quarantine regulations now in
force. It was also resolved to establish a Chinese detention station on Mission Rock, a small island in the
bay, on which are several vacant warehouses. These
buildings will furnish shelter for about 1,500 Chinese,
whose present residences may lie condemned by the
health inspectors as unfit for human habitation.
Chinese laundries outside of the quarantine district
and all junk stores are to be inspected and fumigated
with sulphuric acid.
Chinese Consul-General Ho
Vow says " My people will never submit to the detention camp scheme. We will take the matter to the
courts, but I fear that even if we are beaten there the
Chinese will fight before allowing themselves to be
herded over to Mission Rock by the Board of Health."
The attorneysfor the Chinese will apply for an injunction in the federal court to prevent the health board
warlike than ever.
As we go to press the situation from further interfering with the.liberties of the ChiThe "Boxers"
around Pekin is reported to be nese in the quarantined section of the city.
in China. even more serious than it has
A
i.ha
A complete summnrv
of the n-rn-lr
summary nf
work
yet been, the " Boxers " continuWhat Congress of this Congress up to date, coming to close in steadily on the city, which is practically
Has Done. pared with the four preceding
under arms, while Russian troops are said to have been
Congresses, appeared last Wedneighborhood
of the
ordered from Port Arthur to the
nesday as a special feature of theHouse of Representacapital to punish the rebels for killing two Cossacks
tives' calendar, compiled by Tally Clerk Wakefield of
and wounding two others. Rear-Admiral Kempfi" has the official staff of the House. It covers both the
landed fifty more American marines at Taku, appar- Senate and House and gives the following data Numently to re-enforce the one hundred previously landed, ber of days in
session, 137 ; bills introduced, 12,152 ;
his cipher message, which is somewhat obscure, inditotal passed, 1,215 ; public acts, 283 ; private acts, 932 ;
was
in
between
progress
engagement
cating that an
extent of Congressional Record, ",(.'Bl pages. The bulk
the " Boxers " and Chinese Imperial troops. Amerof this business far exceeds the work of first sessions
at
Pas-Ting-Fu,
midnight
Sunday,
ican missionaries at
of the four preceding Congresses, and in a much shorter
appealed to the United States Minister for immediate time. The shortest of these preceding first sessions
aid, as the mission was being attacked, and intense was 175 days, as against 137 days this session. The
indignation was felt over delay in sending them re- greatest number of bills at thesejlonger sessions has
enforcements, caused by Chinese red tape. It develbeen 10,039, as against 12,152 in this instance, and the
oped today that Mr. Norman, as well as Mr. Robinson, highest total of
acts heretofore 723, as against 1,215 at
of the English Episcopal North Chinese Mission, at
magnitude of the work is said to be unThe
present.
Yung-Ching, has been murdered, and it is believed precedented.
that the viceroy concealed the fact. Catholic missionRecent developments in the
aries and Catholic natives have suffered much from
The East Boston plans for harbor improvements
the " Boxers."
Tunnel.
to meet the requirements of
When Mr. Grout of Vermont prefuture shipping necessitate a
Mr. Fitzgerald's
sented the Conference report on
change
specifications
in
the
for the East Boston tunof
Columbia
approthe
District
Rebuke.
priation bill in Congress last Mon- nel, or that section running under the harbor. As at
day, Mr. Fitzgerald of Massachusetts, criticizing the first laid out, the top of the tunnel would have been
action of the conferees in striking out an appropriation forty-five feet below the low-water line. As now proof $1,800 for the St. Joseph Orphan Asylum (Catholic) posed, however, the depth of the tunnel will be inin Washington, inveighed against the narrow religious creased about nine feet, with the exception of that
prejudice which crushed out worthy charities such as part beneath mid-stream. So far as the land apthis is, because they were Catholic. "The same sort proaches are concerned, the additional depth will not
of legislation," he said, " was enacted in Germany, increase the pitch of the gradients beyond that proand resulted in building up a great Catholic party vided for in the first plans.
there, and if this sort of thing continues in this counOn the 24th ult. Congressman Fitzgerald introtry, a similar party may spring up here, although 1 duced a resolution in the House, asking that the
hope nothing of the kind will ever be necessary."
Secretary of War be directed to issue an order at once,
The continuance of the strike of revoking the
present Cuban marriage law, which is so
The St. Louis the street-car men in St. Louis distasteful to the people of Cuba, and indicating to
has brought that city and itsdo- the Governor-Generalcommanding the island that the
Strike.
ings into much prominence during
established law and policies of this government rethe past few weeks. Riot and bloodshed haveresulted quire that the inhabitants of Cuba, of all religious
from the attempts made by the street railroad comdenominations, so long as they are under the jurispanies to run cars in defiance of the wishes of the diction of the United States, shall be given the full
strikers, and the regular police force being insufficient measure of religious freedom and toleration. The
in numbers to protect life and property, a posse of resolution was referred to the Committee on Insular
1,000 citizens have been sworn in as deputy sheriffs. Affairs and ordered to be printed.
These had their first experience with active service
Richard Croker, the Tammany Hall chief, who has
last Monday, when several companies were assigned
been in England for some time past, and who has been
for guard duty at several power-houses of the transit
company. On Tuesday a special car carrying one attacked by English papers because of his alleged
companyof .these deputy sheriffs ran over explosives sympathy with the Boer cause, was recently defended
on the track at Fifteenth street and Washington ave- at some length by Mr. Labouchere's paper, Iruth, of
nue and at Twenty-second street and Chouteau ave- London, which referred to him as " an American who
compliment of acquiring a home in
nue. There were two explosions, the second lifting has paid us the
England, and whose conduct among us is beyond re.
the car three feet in the air and throwing the occupants from their seats. The floor was blown up and proach."
the roof damaged. Fifty-four men were on the car.
Admiral Dewey, despite the rumors that he has
Two of them were slightly injured. The explosion grown unpopular since he announced his willingness
aroused the neighborhood,and in a few minutes about to be a candidate for the presidency, is still received
S (XX) people were on the scene. They commenced to with enthusiasm by the cities he visits. At Columbus,
jeer at the deputies, and soon the air was thick with 0., this week, he and his party were escorted from the
stones and other missiles. Several revolver shots were cars by a special committee, while an admiral's salute
also fired at the car. Then the deputies charged the of seventeen guns was fired. The station was filled
crowd, tiring in the air ai they advanced. The crowd with a cheering crowd.
dispersed.
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viciousness and depravity. To it may be traced the
moral, social and physical shipwreck of an untold
number of lives. Young women, and women neither
young nor prudent, have found through it a sure road
to disgrace and ruin. There isn't a possible defensive

of our convents, are rather backward in performing
duties which are right at their door and under their
eyes ; duties which the state of the Church and of
society in America imposes on them ; duties of the
Muscle Versus Mind.
home; duties of religion and charity; duties to the
Quoting the decision of the dean of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago, to the effect that word to be spoken in its behalf. It hasn't a single poor; duties to the sanctuary and the altar; and
" college athletics have a demoralizing and disturbing redeeming feature. It is altogether and in everyway duties towards the propagation of the faith among
influence on the students and interfere with the edu- bad and demoralizing. That it has been so long per- those who have not the truth or who are in danger of
losing it. Opportunities of doing good are numerous
cational work of the college," the Catholic lelegra\ih mitted to exist unmolested, to spread its malign influence in all directions, to sow theseeds of sin and sorrow and present with us, and it is God's will that we should
says " It is nearly time for some reputable institution to call a halt on the tendency to make athletics and shame in hundreds of homes, and to spread the seize them now and carry forward the great work
contagion of moral blight to thousands of innocent which He has assigned us to do."
paramount in the college curriculum. Physical devel»
opment should, of course, be encouraged, but it should lives, is a reproach to the municipality and a serious
be borne in mind that moral culture and mental train- reflection upon the character and public spirit of our "Lest We Forget."
Having learned that the English Queen's recent
people."
ing are vastly more important."
to Ireland will be commemorated by the erection
visit
*
Again the "Delinquent."
of a statue to her Majesty, the Catholic Union and Times
The Madness of Imperialism.
The Catholic Citizen has no sentimental illusions reremarks: "The idea is magnificent! What radical
Lord Salisbury's recent speech, wherein he displayed
a feeling of hostility to Ireland and her claims for garding the delinquent subscriber. It discusses him Irish nationalist could have conceived one more titting'.' It will transmit to generations yet unborn the
Home Rule that was surprising, coming as it did so thus " Reader, do you ever hear any one speak dissuddenly after the amenities of the Queen's visit to respectfully of the priest? If you do, you at once lesson of the century. Under the squat, unqueenly
her Irish subjects, has led some people to think that conclude that such a person is ' a bad Catholic' And form of the hypocritical ruler will be the figures of the
the old man is insane. Commenting on this the Pitts- reader, do you ever hear any one speak badly of the misguided Irishmen who were beguiled into laying
burg Catholic says: " Perhaps he is not quite in sound Catholic paper? If you do, in almost every case you down their lives for her. What a volume that memomind. But his insanity is of the kind which is now will find that he is a delinquent subscriber, who has rial will silently convey to Irish youth, century after
;
delinquent who has been century, if permitted to exist. The hypocrisy and
so prevalent in high places: the imperial insanity been dunned or a former
dues. We believe that treachery of the English in cajoling the people by a
forced
to
his
back
pay
up
which runs to conquest, and brooks no interference
with the unbridled exercise of imperial power at home Catholics are quite as honest towards their church Queen's tardy visit, while the hatred was deep in the
papers as any other class of people. Individuals, deSaxon heart. Aye, build it up! It will ever remind
or abroad."
»
linquent with their church papers, are usually behind us how we awoke from our dream at the speech of
The "Embottled" Heroes.
in paying their other debts. They are standing off Salisbury and the sneers of Chamberlain. Build it
Calling attention to the fact that somebody has set their grocer and their butcher as well. It does no well! Every joint in the stones is cemented with Irish
out to organize a society of veterans of the Porto good to scold them, and prompt-paying subscribers blood, and we want it to last as long as Providence
Rico expedition, " that desperate campaign in which do not care to hear about them. Turn them over to allows the robber government to exist. We need t
nobody was killed on our side and even the enemy the lawyers and the collection agencies."
forever before our eyes,
lest we forget."
was scarcely frightened," the Pilot says: "Now let us
?
»
have a reunion of the'dandy' New York regiments Catholic Colleges Superior.
A Word of Praise for the "Review."
which refused to go to the war, and let the Ancient
" The passage-at-arms between Father Brosnahan Recent developments in the Cuban teachers affair
and Honorable Artillery Company of Boston and the and President Eliot may destroy the opinion that prompt the Church Progress to pay us the following
gorgeous Boston Lancers be admitted as honorary lingers still in the minds of some Catholics, that our compliment: "The Sacred Heart Review is full of
members, for they, too, stayed bravely at home and colleges are inferior to those under Protestant aus- praise of President Eliot of Harvard for the fairness
never soiled a uniform."
pices," says the Catholic Record. " Not any one of with which that gentleman will treat the Cuban teach»
»
»
them can train and develop character in the way that ers while the guests of Harvard. F>erything is being
Wear White No Longer.
it is done by the humblest Catholic college. Non- arranged to receive them as they are a body of
The Aye Maria gives a sly dig to the politicians of Catholic colleges are in a great many instances suCatholic educators from a Catholic country. While
the present day in the subjoined editorial paragraph
perior in wealth and material equipment, but in the our esteemed contemporary has the courtesy to say
"The word 'candidate' is from the Latin candidatus
in everything demanded that he knew PresidentEliot would be fair and zealous
guiding of heart and mind
which means, literally, white robed. In ancient Rome by true education they are distinctly inferior. Edufor the religious good of the members of the Cuban
those who sought office wore a glittering white toga, cationalistswho yield no allegiance admit this, and yet,
excursion, we can not but think that the promptness
emblematic of probity. A famous American who was despite the warnings of friends and the testimoniesof and activity of
the Review is in a great part responsiwilling to take up the presidential burden about forty those without the fold, there are parents who believe
ble for the honorable conduct of Dr. Flliot. All of
years ago always wore a tall white hat, which may that Catholic institutions are behind the times and
which moves us to repeat wisely, a stitch in time
have been intended to show the purity of his political are consequently not capable of educating their offaspirations. Of late years white has been eschewed spring. They have eyes and they see not; they have saves nine.' If more of the work accomplished in the
last few weeks by our Boston contemporary were
for some reason or other by those who engage in the ears
and they hear not; they are on their foolish, done, there would be much less complaining upon our
great game of politics."
worldly knees before the scarecrow planted in educapart of unfairness and injustice. True, thisforeaction
?
?
tional fields by departed bigots."
might make it more difficult for some of us to fill our
Catholic Churches Are Looted There.
»
»
editorial columns each week, because it is so easy to
" When the Methodist Conference," says the New Which Is to Blame P
find fault and to denounce, and to grow sarcastic.
World, " was passing a vote of censure on Brother
The age of chivalry is not dead, after all. Here is But better a journalist evena Catholic one out of
McKinley because he allowed the American saloon to
the editor of the Interrnountain Catholic devoting editoa job, than that everlasting whimpering sound in our
flourish in Manila, to theruin of the native population,
rial space to showing the falsity of the charge which ears."
one reverend gentleman observed that if the Roman
is often brought against women, that they are the
Catholics did such a thing a howl would go up all over
cause of the mischief men do. " Men do drink with- Food for Thought.
the country. Howl or no howl," continues our
Under the above caption Our Parish Calendar, of
out being driven to it by their wives," says our
esteemed contemporary, " it is about time for Cathesteemed contemporary, " and men do speak to liawrence, Mass., says: "There are in the National
olics to speak out on this matter. There are other
women on the street without being in the least bit House of the United States Congress, 355 representathings besides the American saloon to be denounced." encouraged
so to do. But even if they were caught tives and eighty-eight senators. Of all this number
?
?
in
the
of their act of effrontery they there are amongst the representatives twenty-four
very
commission
Cause,
Lack of Religion the
would probably brazen it out and lay the blame on Catholics, and in the senate two Catholics. Judging
Noting editorially the alarming statement made rethe innocent woman. Kver since the day when Adam, from the public reports that come to us from Washcently by a reliable statistician, that whereas in 1850
coward, wiggled out of the responsibility for his ington, there is but one man in the whole national
the
to
of
the
of
population
3,500
there was one criminal
misdoing
by saying, The woman tempted me, and I Congress that deserves to be recognized as a Catholic
the United States, in 1890 there was one to every 780,
eat,'
did
men
have been inventing lame excuses for on account of his labors. Of recent dates, we hear his
Catholic
World
of
partial
explanation
the
finds a
this
are glad enough to saddle the blame voice protesting against the culpable neglect to forfailings,
their
and
growth of criminality in the increase of the urban
on the opposite sex, though they know in their hearts mally receive the statue of Marquette, donated to the
population. " Undoubtedly," says our esteemed conNational Gallery of the Capitol by the state of Wisconare taking refuge in the most palpable subtertemporary, " the large cities are hotbeds of vice, and they
very few women, at least, whatever sin ; he causes a military officer to be removed from
reports show that by all odds the largest number of fuges that deceive
his post in New York State, for his indignity to a
men believe on the subject."
criminals hail from cities ; but we do not think there they make
priest in the discharge of his duty towards a dying
is found in this fact an adequate explanation. The
Our Catholic College Graduates.
soldier ; he appeals to the President in behalf of the
great
disappearanceof the spirit of religion from the
Regarding the lack of interest in Catholic affairs Catholic sailors and soldiers in our army and navy, for
currents of national life is due principally to the exshown by so many of our graduates from Catholic colthe appointment of more Catholic chaplains; he
clusion of it from the fountain sources. We have a
have
left those institutions and remonstrates, almost alone, against the unjust treatthey
once
leges,
plentiful supply of national life and energy in the
entered on the struggle for existence, the Western ment of the Catholic Indians on the reservations in
school system of the country, but the hand that banWatchman says: Let the bishop of the diocese call the far West; he introduced a bill to undo the inished from the door of the schoolhouse the spirit of a meeting of laymen,
or let the rector of a parish iquitous marriage regulations, promulgated by the
life
and
of
deprived
energy
the national
religion has
announce a meeting for purposes of great and wide non-Catholic governor of Catholic Cuba. What we
that element that alone will sweeten and perpetuate
interest, how many of our college graduates will atwould like to know, is this : Why are there so few
them."
tend ? If on some occasion of local or general imporCatholics in Congress ? And of those who are there,
*
The '?Family Entrance."
tance an address is to be delivered, how difficult it is why is it that there is only one of them to be heard
The "family entrance" is a phase of saloonisui which, to get a Catholic man of college education to do it. raising his voice in defense of the interests of twelve
according to the Monitor, is becoming a grievous evil in With our young women it is more satisfactory ; they million Catholic citizens? We suggest that the inSan Francisco. " Few cities in the couutrv," says our are better educated than our boys, and they give betterests of the inhabitants in our newly acquired posesteemed contemporary, " are treated to more frequent ter results at home and in the church. They are more sessions, the interests of our Catholic Indians, the inand shocking illustrations of the debasing influence of refined, and they are more loyal to truth, beauty and terests of our children all over the land, the defense of
goodness. Very seldom indeed does a Catholic girl the home and the family in the sacredness of the marthe ' family entrance ' than San Francisco. The crimbond, the care of our criminal and pauper classes,
inal reports in our daily papers and our court dockets disgrace her religion, but when she does she isdamned riage
the recognition of our equal rights and privileges, with
with
of
its
It
has
and
is
a
for
for
all
proofs
peace
stranger
Yet,
teem
destructive tendencies.
to
evermore.
all other citizens, demands Catholic organization and
been the starting-point of innumerable careers in that, our Catholic young women, including graduates Catholic unity."
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EditoralNotes.
Those of our subscribers who do not receive the
Review regularly, should notify us. Send full name
and address in every case.
On page 2, under the heading "Catholic Alumni
Sodality," our readers will find information relative to
what is being done, through that organization, for the

pleasurable and profitable. There is on page 8 a review of some Catholic juvenile books, by Maurice
Francis Kgan, which contains helpful hints on a subject that has grown to be of much importance, namely,
the kind of reading that should be placed in the
hands of our young people. On page 9is to be found
an abstract of an important sermon on Catholic education recently delivered by the Rev. James M. Fleming, O. S. A., together with some interesting communications on current topics. There is no need to
remind our readers of the value of Mr. Starbuck's ar-

entertainment, by the Catholics of this city, of their
co-religionists, the Cuban teachers, who will be here
ticles from week to week. Our other departments
next month.
contain, as usual, matter of the utmost importance to
The other day a pro-British writer in the Transcript
Catholics.
asserted and proved to his own satisfaction that the
Loquitur.
Boers were not such great fighters, after all. This is Madame Gulick
friend,
Our
Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick, whose prosvery uncomplimentary to the British. If the Boers
elytizing
tendencies we have before referred to, gave
can not fight, and yet it takes the British ten to one
still
further
proof of her narrowness of mental
to beat them, the British must be very miserable
the
other
day when, speaking of the coining
vision
soldiers indeed.
Cuban teachers, she said that most of them " are
If you are moving away from your present resi- nearly as ignorant as were the Spanish marines who
dence for the summer, notify us of change of address, were brought here as prisoners. It is not expected to
and receive your Review every week. There is no educate them thoroughly in six weeks, but they will
reason why any of our subscribers should get out of go back with an idea of our institutions and our way
touch with Catholic matters during the vacation sea- of living. What is needed is volunteers who will be
son. Read the Review regularly and keep posted on friends to these women and give them an exalted idea
how things are going in the Catholic world.
of what we mean by civilization and Christianity."
It may be questioned whether our ideas of " civilizaNoting some parts, which strike its editor as being
tion" are very correct or exalted. As to our idea of
particularly valuable, of a recent paper of Mr. Star- "Christianity," who will say what it is? It is safe to
buck's in the Review, the Church Progress of St. Louis
say that no. two persons whom the Cubans will meet
says:
here would agree in formulating in express terms this
the hope that Charles C.
" Several have expressedon
idea. Heretofore it has been supposed that this idea
by
a ProtCatholicism
Starbuck's Considerations
book-form.
included the divinity of Christ. Now, however, one
issued
in
estant Theologian would be
preserforemost scholar at the Unitarian Conference the
Many of the considerationsare well worth such
vation."
other day affirms that Christ must be " relieved of
for
non-Cathall supernatural attributes and powers" if we would
specially
" These lectures are intended
honor Him. That is, Christ must be conproperly
of
beexposition
Catholic
olics and will consist of an
or
to
sidered
a
mere man, though a very good one. Is this
religion
lief without attacking otlierforms o/
distributed
idea
of
circular
the
says
" Christianity " we wish to give the Cuban
the
)rrovoke controversy." So
They
now worship Him as (iod. Where will
Neponset,
teachers?
parish,
among Protestants in St. Anne's
gain come in should they adopt the Boston idea
where Father Doyle, the Paulist, is preaching this their
instead of the Christian idea ?
Protesof
Christ
attention
of
our
(tall
the
week. We desire to
is
that
quotation
tant friends to the part of the above
High-Church Inconsistency.
in italics.
That there is at least one man of sense among our
contemporaries, describsecular
our
esteemed
"Catholic" friends of the Protestant
of
High-church
One
it occurred at the
Episcopal sect, is amply proved by the subjoined
ing some Catholic event, says that
in the
"afternoon Mass." Yet there are Catholics
letter, which we take from the American Churcliman.
capacities,
and
other
office of that paper, in editorial
The inconsistency of the members of that communion
is to speak of
who ought to know what a blunder it
(granting that they seriously believe themselves to be
is only one
Catholics) sending missionaries to the Roman CathMass as occurring in the afternoon. This
into which the reporters
of the many ridiculous errors
olic Filipinos, strikes the writerof this letter very
attempt to describe
they
when
fall
daily
press
the
and his remarks are pertinent, though of
forcibly,
of
ceremonies.
Church
course
no
real Catholic could agree with his assumpCatholic
Roman Catholic Church and the High
the
one of tion that
Becausk she told her pupils that Christ was
of
the
Protestant F:piscopal denomination are
Hasbrouck, a graduate of portion
ten brothers, Miss Anna B.
He says:?
sister
churches.
College and a teacher of
the New York State Normal
Bavonne, N. J.
but in the
"Dear Sir:
history, not in the primary or grammar,
from her position
In the last issue of the American Churchman I read,
high school, Holyoke, was dismissed
The church should respond to the earnest appeals
historic "fact," for
this week. The rather strange
made
from these countries for our ministrations.'
is a fair
citing which Miss Hasbrouck lost her job,
Why 1 The Catholic Church is already in these parts,
sample of the kind of equipment which some teachers understood and appreciated by a large majority of the
classes. The New
people there. It seems to me as a Catholic that the
in the public schools bring to their
from whichMiss Hasbrouck
most we are justified in doing is, under the present
College,
York State Normal
distress, to establish chaplaincies for the Englishgraduated, should be proud ofits product.
England
?

' '

?

'

Week.
The Review's Good Things This
this week to
is
directed
readers
The attention of our
is printed on
which
Havana
the newsy letter from
happenings affecting the
pace 16 The important
in succinct form by our
given
city
are
Church in that
"Santiago," who also gives
special correspondent,
the Cuban teachers who
some information regarding
Aunt
Bride's department
In
are coming to Boston.
servant-girl question, by one
appears a view of the
It is unique, in that
who knows whereof she speaks.
standpoint, not of
the question is treated from the
servant. The temperance
the mistress, but of the
interesting matters, an acpage contains, among other
C. T. A. U. of
count of the recent convention of the
Men and Women,"
this archdiocese. The "Future
Uncle Jack's talks
and even their elders, will find

and America who
speaking inhabitants from
may be obliged to go there and who have been
brought up in the Anglican church.
" It seems to me an absolute waste of money and,
what is far worse, sinful to endeavor to chaDge the
faith in any way of the natives and Spanish inhabitants of these islands who have been nurtured in the
bosom of our sister church?the Church of Rome.
E. Lascelles Jenner."

MR. GOWER, MRS. GULICK, AND THE
PAULISTS.
We have a communication from our Baptist friend,
Mr. M. M. Gower, New Haven, Conn., in which he
corrects our quotation from the Aye Maria to the efwork at
fect that " Father Conrardy continued his
Moiokai until Damien's brother came to care for the
leper colony." Mr. Gower says that he has documen-

367
tary evidence that Father Conrardy "was crowded out
because he declined to become a member of the ' Society of Picpus.' " This competition among the clergy
for the high and honorable position of chaplain to the
lepers is a peculiar, if not a new, kind of rivalry.
Mr. Gower next takes us to task for what he designates as our " unworthy and unchristian attack upon
Mrs. Gulick " for doing what Catholic schools " are
doing when they do what they can to make Catholics
of Protestant pupils." We can hardly believe that
Catholic schools ever abuse the trust placed in them
by Protestant parents. If they do abuse such trust
they do wrong, and we are as ready to denounce them
as we are to denounce PresidentFCliot should he, in the
guise of a host, abuse the confidence of his guests by
trying to steal, or by permitting others to steal away,
the faith of his visitors. These teachers have been invited here for a well known and publicly declared purpose; it would be hypocrisy of the worst kind to use
this purpose as a cloak to work out another and essentially different scheme. Our friend Mr. Gower surely
could not approve such methods. It is a mistake to
suppose that we made an " unworthy and unchristian
attack " or any other kind of an attack on Mrs. OJulick
personally. We can well believe what our friend Mr.
Gower says, that she is "a lady of as spotless a character as any member of any Catholic sisterhoodin this
or any other country." We made no allusion to her
moral character, regarding which we know only what
our friend tells us. We did say, and we here repeat,
that " no one who publicly declares that the Catholic
Church fosters ignorance, immorality and superstition,
can be a fit person to teach the Catholic women of
Cuba." We are not to blame if Mrs. Gulick holds
these views no sane person should expect us, or any
other Catholic, to so arrange things that Mrs. Gulick
may entertain us with her peculiar notions. Our esteemed friend thinks that Mrs. Gulick's proselytizing
work " is just what the Paulist Fathers are doing in
New York, and that her right todo itisjust as unquestioned as theirs." All of which goes to show that Mr.
Gower never heard the Paulists or he would never
make the comparison. Whoever heard a Paulist vilifying Protestants? There are other and more essen-

;

tial differences between the Paulists and Mr. Gower's
friend.
Mr. Gower also says: "Those (Cuban) teachers
should have the chance to see that the matter of a
man's religion is one that is solely between himself and
his Maker." Bless your dear soul, Mr. Gower, they
know this already. It is only you and pious Mrs.
Gulick, et id genus omne, who mistakenly think they do
not know it. One of the funniest things in this world,
in spite of its serious aspect, is the gross ignorance of
the average Protestant regarding the faith of Catholics. Intelligent, honorable men and women, who
would not knowingly hurt a hair of your head, well
posted on other subjects, who would never think of
judging anything else without studying both sides and
mastering all the materialfacts these same persons
on Catholic matters, on the doctrines, teachings and
practices of the Church, are mere children. Like children, also, they are not aware of their ignorance. In
perfect good faith theyonly desire to be kind, and considerate, and helpful, and a means of knowledge to
Catholics, who, in their judgment, are more deserving
of pity than blame. Their only ambition is to bring
" the light of the Gospel " to the poor, ignorant, benighted Catholic who has never been allowed to read
it; to tell him that he can communicate with <Tod
without the aid or permission of the priest; that salvation is free, and that he need not pay for the pardon
of his sins. Who would think that men and women
who claimto be intelligent?and who in other matters
are intelligent?should think, and talk,and act in this
way ? Yet this spectacle confronts us at every step :
the octogenarian and the fledgling ; the professor and
the student ; the lawyer and the doctor ; the judge on
the bench and the minister in the pulpit each in
turn, when opportunity offers, presents this puzzling
phenomenon. If Mr. Gower could explain this riddle
he would see one of the differences between Mrs.
Gulick and the Paulists.
female
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A CARMELITE'S DEATH.
During the past month, there passed to their eternal
reward, from theirconvent homes in Boston, two holy
women who may be taken as types of the two modes
of religious life, both sanctioned by the Church, the
active and the contemplative. They were known as
Sister Mary Innocent of the Sisters of Charity, and
Sister Mary Alphonsus of the CarmeliteOrder.
Sister Mary Innocent was well known in Boston. At
the early age of fifteen she had entered the great community of St. Vincent's Daughters, and for more than
fifty-three years she had labored earnestly among
them. With Carney Hospital she had been connected
for more than a quarter of a century, as assistant to
the superior; she had been a devoted friend to the
suffering and the poor, and her death was hastened by
her eager attention to our sick and wounded soldiers
brought hither after the Cuban War. She had been
educated at St. Joseph's Academy, Emmittsburg, Md.,
and afterwards, as Sister, she had taught there; and
among the little ones who gathered about her at their
lessons was a child who was to come, like her, to
Boston, though many years later, and, as prioress, was
to open the first house of Mt. Carmel in New England.
The band of Carmelites was composed of five "foundation-stones," and while the number has increased to
nearly twenty in the past nine years, there has been
no death among them until last May, when Sister
Alphonsus died. She was a baby three months old
when she came from Germany to the United States,
and her life was spent quietly near Mt. St. Mary's and
in Baltimore, in her simple Christian home, until, at
the age of twenty-five years, she entered the Carmelite
convent in that city. The little Barbara Brauii had

Charity whose name was in many places like a household word. Yet how dear they both were to the Lord
Whom they both served devotedly ! The mind goes
onward, and pictures them meeting each other in His
presence, each realizing the other's interior worth,
each comprehending that God was the first thought
with the other, each loving and praying for us who are
left behind. The deep lesson that they teach us is
twofold, ?the lesson of doing good to God and man in
any and every service to which He calls us, and in all
places where He puts us; and the lesson of imbuing
everything, little or great, with the strong motive," for
His glory," doing all things for the love of Him. In
this material age, the interior spirit which should pervade and govern the active work is an immense necessity; and a hidden life, like that of Sister Alphonsus,
revealed to sight by death, impresses this imperative
and vital point most forcibly upon us.

A QUESTION OF CATHOLIC BOOKS.

Dorchester, May 30, 1900.
Editor Review:
The letter of M. S. M., in your issue of May 20, is of interest, notonlyon accountof the personal needs expressed
by him, but for the larger reason that it undoubtedly
voices the crying need of thousands of other parents who
are beset by the constant question on the part of their
sons and daughters " What shall we read? "
Our young people will read, and of course we earnestly
wish them to read. Hut what they should read becomes
at once a matter of the very highest importance, and demands the best work on the part of those to whom they
naturally look for counsel and guidance. Not only the
parents but the parish priests should, it seems to me, exert
themselves to answer this important question. For, depend upon it, unless we can ground them upon the solid
facts of history,(so overwhelmingly on our side of the question), many thousands of otherwise good and loyal Catholics will be seduced from the faith. The printed book
truth, but as surely it may be,
been born on St. Teresa's day, and St. Teresa won her may be a mighty power for
and very often is, as great a power for error, and so often
heart completely. After her profession that same for those forms of error which work the certain destrucseemingly uneventful life flowed on, until she was tion of the soul and the body as well. It is for these,
selected for the Boston foundation. She was hardly among many other weighty reasons, that the Catholic
Alumni Sodality has undertaken the arduous labor of
known in Boston. What remains to be said of a life preparing for publication a bibliography of thebest Cathlike this ?
olic works in the English tongue. This catalogue will be
so arranged that any person may find easily the best works
years
professed
as a
Simply that those twenty-two
on any particular subject, such as "The Reformation,"
nun were offered up with tireless love to God ; that
The Church and the Bible," " The Church and the Civil
she had a great love of prayer, poverty and austere Power," " Education," and so on through the list of impenance ; that she had so absolutely nothing, that her portant subjects. Theology and controversy will also be
so arranged as to be readily found and used, and a goodly
memorialsafter deathconsisted of a few medals on her list of the best Catholic fiction will be an important part
beads; that in her illness, she ottered her sufferings of the work. In other words, it is hoped to make this
for the world, for sinners, for benefactors ; and that, a catalogue of such a character that the clergy and parents
may safely put it in the hands of young and old, feeling
model of patience, she lay in almost unbroken silence, sure that the works found there are of the character that
waiting her end in perfect peace and joy. Of her it they are anxious to have all Catholics read, but especially
now growing up into manhood and
could be said and was said truthfully: "She served the young people
womanhood, and whose future so much depends upon the
God faithfully all her life."
thoughts and ideas which they now receive.
As the preparation of this work means an immense
After death, the body was placed in the nuns' choir
very careful and very hard work, it will be
of the chapel, in an unpainted coffin of plain pine amount ofyet
sometime
before it can make its appearance, but it is
boards, on a bier covered with brown cloth similar to being pushed ahead as rapidly as possible, and a large
the nuns' habit. The face, heretofore always veiled amount of the work has already been accomplished.
Now for a suggestion in answer to M. S. M.'s Inquiry.
from the public gaze, was uncovered so were the feet,
me advise that he buy, if he can afford it, these three
Let
whose every step had been ottered in God's service works by the great English Benedictine scholar, Dr. Ga-sso, too, the folded hands, in which was placed a copy -quet, and put them in the hands of his boys and girls, in
named: "The Old English Bible," "The Eve
of the vows so faithfully observed. A crown was on the order
of the Reformation," " Henry VIII. and the Suppression
the head, and flowers were scattered over the body, of the Monasteries."
Each of these works is published in one volume, though
which was never left alone by night or day, two nuns
of the last-named, which, if
at a time taking turns to watch and pray beside her. there is a two-volume edition
lie feels he can afford to do so, I should advise his buyA Carmelite's death is not considered an occasion of ing, rather than the one-volume edition.
In these three great works, written by one of the master
sorrow,but of rejoicing, because the spouse of Our Lord
research, M. S. M.
has gone home to be forevermore with Him. Many minds engaged in English historical this
much-disputed
will find the best that is obtainable in
persons gathered for the Requiem, when the singular period. If he can not afford to buy them, which I hope
spectacle was witnessed, of clergy and acolytes and he will feel he can, he will rind them all in the Central
Library, Copley square, under the head of " Gasquet " in
the six gentlemen who acted as pall-bearers, standing the card catalogue
in the Bates Hall. But again let me
about the plain coffin in the nuns' choir, behind the urge him to buy them, for once he or his have read them
uncurtained grating, for the briefservice there. Then they will wish to do so again and again, and they will be
always at hand for reference when other reading bears
the body was carried processionally to the chapel, upon the subjects of which they treat. Again, if we wish
where Mass was said by the Rev. Joseph H. Gallagher, to encourage the best Catholic litarature we must make
pastor of the parish in which the convent stands. A an effort to support it, and there is no other way that it
can be supported but by purchase. And now, in conclufew remarks weremade by the Redemptorist confessor sion, a few words as to our public library. The Boston
of the nuns, begging prayers even for this saintly soul, public library is rich in its stores of Catholic literature.
and thus showing to the world what God's justice and Nearly, if not quite everything that any ordinary reader
will want in Catholic books will be found on its shelves,
God's strict requirements are. As he spoke, the nuns and an inquiry addressed in person to Miss Doyle, in
gathered closely to the grating, with their lighted Bates Hall, will meet with a prompt, courteous and satis,
candles, as if, to the very last that was possible, they factory answer.
However much most of our small town libraries may be
would surround their sister with their evident love. deficient in Catholic literature, no such charge can be
So this almost unknown Carmelite was buried from justly and truthfully brought against our Boston library,
Boston in the same week as the well known Sister of and it is to the great credit of the trustees that through a
?
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long period of years they have uniformly acted on the
broad grounds of justice and impartiality.
Their recent action in r< fusing, even as a gift, a book
making a vile attack upon the Church, shows, better than
any words of mine can, the fair and broad position they
have always taken.
H. S. Cakkuth.
\u25a0«??\u25a0

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
XCIII.

In the New Testament the relation of Christians to
God is presented as twofold. They are children and
they are servants. As Saint Paul had to remind his
converts, an unbalanced sense of the rights of children
is apt to plunge Christians into lawlessness and selfindulgence, into antinomianism. An unbalanced sense
of subjection tends to servilism.
Luther had, no doubt, a very strong sense of the
privileges of the children of God. As Janssen points
out, Luther, in one of his earlier works, " The Freedom
of a Christian Man," develops these filial rights with
singular depth, beauty and sweetness. Although this
was written after his breach with Rome, there is little
in it which is specifically Lutheran. He proceeds on
the lines of the old German mystics.
Why could not Luther have remained within these
safe bounds, combining childlike confidencewith childlike reverence '.' Had he done so, it seems hard to believe that the breach concerning justification (the one
insurmountable breach) would have become irremediable. There might have been a deep and long schism,
but it would hardly have become so aggravated.
.Melanchthon and Osiander are proof that some of
Luther's main adherents were very ill content with his
distorted definition of faith, as being simply personal
confidence of being justified, and with the lawlessness

which he openly avows, and from which he never
could be persuaded to recede. The large extracts
given by Janssen from popular works of devotion in
use in Luther's early days seem to show that the
temper of the German Catholics had in it a simple devoutness which would easily have responded to a form
of theology combining confidence with obedience. That
resolute Protestant Doctor Carl Hase represents it so.
As I have already shown, Luther himself emphatically
bears witness to the prevalence of such a temper, and
to the bitter resentment which many of his own adherents felt, on reflection, at having been shaken out
of it.and precipitated into a gulf of lawlessness for
obedience, and of presumptuousness for childlike confidence.
So far as Luther taught justification by the simple
persuasion of being justified, he taught something that
was unquestionably new and strange. Beyond doubt
it was something, as Dean Hodges declares, wholly unknown to his generation. The trouble is, that it was
equally unknown to every former Christian generation. Above all, it was wholly unknown to the
apostolic Church and to the apostles. Take Peter,
Paul, John or James (Jude hardly comes in question),
and I defy you to extract out of any one of these men
of God this proposition I am justified certainly and
exclusively by the persuasion of being justified. This
doctrine is irrational, unscriptural, immoral, and, as
Luther declares that he found by sorrowful experience
among his adherents, thoroughly demoralizing. Moreover, it is evidently a doctrine which Doctor Hodges
is so far from believing that he does not even seem to
know of it. Yet, not to speak of High Lutherans and
a school of the Plymouth Brethren, it is held, in the
baldest terms, by a school of lOvangelicals of the
Church of England. Wherever it is found, you never
find strictness of life, zeal for righteousness and purity.
You find only carnal security, disguised under the
name of evangelical freedom. Luther's formula, indeed, may be retained where Luther's meaning is
abhorred, but where its true and original sense is kept,
its fruits are as thoroughly evil now as Luther declares
that he found them to be in his day. Yet as he put
comfort above holiness, no experience of evil results
would persuade him to a better doctrine. This had
been revealed to him ; how, then, could he abandon it'.'
The truth of what I say is not disproved by the fact
that Luther often teaches better things. As a man of
deeply religious nature loving good and hating evil

:

;
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where interest or passion did not lead him astray ;
profoundly influenced by the Christian ages, and by
the Holy Scriptures ; having at his side a man who was
continually striving against the lawlessnessof Martin's
specific theory, a great deal that he stys and teaches
is simply a contribution to general Christian instruction. All this, however, is nothing new. The Catholics of Germany did not then, and do not now, reject
the doctrine of justificationby faith. On the contrary,
it is acknowledged by many Protestants (for instance,
by the late Doctor Henry Thiersch) that many Catholic pastors there are much more distinct in preaching
it than their Protestant neighbors. They agree with
Luther so far as he agrees with Saint Paul; they dissent utterly from him so far as he teaches his own
novel and demoralizing theory of justification, by
faith alone, so defined as to divorce it from love and
a great

Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, June 10.
Trinity Sunday.
Epistle, Romans xi., 33-36;
gospel, Matthew xxviii., 18-20. We honor today
the most Blessed Trinity one God in three Divine
Father, Son and Holy Ghost. There
Persons
is but one God, because the three Divine persons have
one and the same nature, the same essence; each
person is eternal, almighty, immense and infinite;
each person has the same power because each has the
same essence and because each is God. Yet there are
not three, but only one God but in this one God
there are three distinct persons. This is the greatest,
highest and most difficult of comprehension of all the
mysteries of religion. Contemplating this mysterious
truth St. Paul cried out in the words of today's epistle:
" O the depth of the riches of the wisdom, and of the
knowledge of God ! How incomprehensible are His
judgments, and how unsearchable His ways! " Believing this mystery on the word of God is the greatest
homage we can pay to God. Our reason can neither
comprehend nor explain it; it simply humbles itself
before the power and wisdom of God. In accepting
and professing this mystery we pay the highest possible homage to the infinite greatness of God. We
confess that our finite intellect is unable to fathom the
nature of God that His perfections are beyond our
comprehension. We honor God by offering to Him
the sacrifice of our reason ; or rather, to speak more
correctly, our reason performs its most sublime function when it becomes the docile pupil of God when
it permits itself to be taught by God when it accepts as true God's word, even though it may not
understand fully the nature of the doctrine which God
has revealed. After all, this is only reason and common sense. Even in nature we are surrounded by
mysteries which our reason can not explain. No one
would think of denying that the blade of grass grows,
simply because reason is unable to explain how it
grows. If we meet with and accept such inexplicable
mysteries even in nature, surely we need not be surprised to find in the God of nature more mysterious
depths which defy our finite reason. In the presence
of these mysteries, therefore, no sensible man can ask
but this one question Has God revealed the doctrine
of the Trinity? Is it absolutely certain that there are
three persons in one God ? Thisis the one question to
which reason demands an answer. This answer is
given by God Himself in today's gospel as follows:
"And Jesus, coming, spoke to them, (the apostles)
saying: All power is given to Me in heaven and in
earth. Go ye, therefore, teach all nations; baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost; teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you; and, behold, I
am with you all days, even to the consummationof the
world." By the power of the Holy Trinity, therefore?
Father, Son and Holy Ghost? that is, by the power
of God, baptism, which pardons sin and produces
other spiritual effects, is here directed to be administered in the name of the three Divine Persons, proving them to be equal and to be God. So again St.
Peter, in reply to his hearers on Pentecost when they
asked what they should do to be saved, said (Act 11.,
for the remission of your
38.) "Be baptized.
sins." But God alone can forgive sins, therefore the
three persons in Whose name this sin-remitting sacrament is conferred must be God. So the Church of God
since that day of Pentecost has taught and believed.
Her every prayer is offered, her every act ofreligion is
performed in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost. Thus from that day also has
every Christian begun and ended every prayer and
important act by invoking the ever Blessed Trinity in
that familiar formula: In the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. There is no more
holy, more sublime nor more efficacious prayer than
that which we offer to the ever Blessed Trinity when
we say In the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Ghost.
Monday, June 11.
St. Barnabas, Apostle.
Tuesday, June 12.
St. John Fagondez.
Wednesday, June 13St. Anthony of Padua.
Thursday, June 14.
Feast of Corpus Christi.

:
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There is no doubt that in Spain there was
deadness to the doctrine of Christian freedom, and
filial privilege. The Spanish primate, Bartholomew
Carranza, who had been much in England and Germany, in attendance on the Emperor and Philip 11.,
had been led, by his controversies with Protestants,
and by bis natural desire to go as far to meet them as
truth would allow, into magnifying this Pauline side
of the gospel in a measure which greatly displeased
;
the Inquisition, and finally ruined the Archbishop.
in
peculiarly
Yet not only did Saint Pius Y. hold him
high esteem (although here the Spaniards were finally
Trent
too much for the Pontiff;, but a Congregation of
catechism,
gave warm commendation to Carranza's
and the Spaniards could not prevail on the Pope to
condemn it, although he consented reluctantly to its
we see,
being put on the Index for Spain only. Here,
the
abhorring
lawlessness of
Rome and Trent, while
theunapproving
Luther, could not be persuaded into
which
in
Inquisition,
Spanish
spiritual servilism of the
unCarranza,
not
this case infected the Roman. Had
happily for himself, been a Spaniard, there was no dignity, not even the highest, that was beyond his reasonable expectation. Reginald Pole, we know, emphaCarranza, yet
sized evangelical freedom as strongly as
him
even to peralthough the future Paul IV. disliked
which,
tiara,
the
secution, the cardinals offered him
pondered
be
should
however, he put aside. These facts
charged with having debefore good men in Italy are
because they did
simply
nied the freedom of grace,
Italian,
like German Christianity, disnot want to see
this
solved into anarchy by Luther's distortion of
that
Savonarola
thought
precious doctrine. Luther
as Villari shows,
agreed with him, but, in reality,
to Luther's docas
near
Savonarola did not come even
permits.
orthodoxy
trine of justification as Catholic
Lutheranoriginal
antinomian
In great measure the
As a young German
in
Germany.
extinct
is
now
ism
in those things that
Wurtemberg,
"In
oncesaid to
appertained to the life of God, our pastor and his intinearly
mate friend the neighboring priest preached so
religion.
almost
same
the
alike that it appeared to us
I was astounded and appalled on coming over to Amerestrangement." Let us
ica to find such bitter mutual
and
the Evangelischer Bund
hope that Professor Nippold
a similar reversion
about
bringing
will not succeed in
if
they
fail, as we hope
Even
to the old hatreds there.
distressing
that the
certainly
seems
that they will, it
nebeing
far
was
from
filial aspect of the gospel, which
magnified
have
been
not
Luther,
could
glected before
and demoralizing disby him except in an irrational
Germany
a hundred and fifty
tortion, which cost
name of evangelical
the
years of loose living under
of bitter hate and
a
gospel
into
turning
freedom, and,
causes of the
main
one
of
the
dead orthodoxy, was
than half
more
Germany
cost
internecine wars which
of
three-fourths
almost
her population and Bohemia
remarks,
God
allows
writer
hers Yet as a Catholic
for eternity. At
terrible things, because He works
was the unthere
time,
least, -luring this sorrowful
as
a German
which,
equaled Lutheran hymnody,
birds
singing
of
vast
flock
a
Catholic says, swept like
Friday, June 15.
firmament.
across the Christian
Of the Octave.
Charles C. Starbuck.
Saturday, June 16.
It Meacham street,
St. John Francis Regis.
Nortlt Cambridge, Mast.
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Sunday.

God grows like a dawning splendor upon us. Glory
be to the Father, glory be to the Son, glory be to the
Holy Ghost.
Oft sha'l the saints discourse in brightest day,
Gathered in bliss around their glorious Head,
Of how they met Him here along the way,
And knew Him in the Breaking of the Bread.
Monday.
I know that it requires a great deal of merit for me
to get to heaven, but what I lack I will obtain from
my treasury, which is the Heart of Jesus.
'Mid all the sorrows of their exile years,
Onejoy there was, whose sweetness never fled,
One poor delight?when, smiling through their tears,
They knew Him in the Breaking of the Bread.
Across this desert, to my Home above,
Lead me, my Jesus, as Thou e'er hast led,
Then show Thyself to me, Whom here I love,
And Whom I know in the Breaking of the Bread.

Tuesday.
Brooding over mistakes, misfortunes, disappointments, is like carrying unforgiven sins. But cherishing
grudges, remembering injuries, resolving revenges, is
making one's self the devil's packhorse, weighted with
the misdeeds of other men. The burdens of this work
when carried are exasperating beyond expression, for
they rub the sore places into frenzied agonizing. Here
is an example. For a paltry differencein a settlement,
a man of standing in society carried a grudge against
another of unimpeached integrity, honor and piety,
through years, till his mind gave way under who shall
say what unhealthful stress of morbid memory? To
go out under such a darkness is the bitterness of

death.

If I can live
To make some pale face brighter, and to give
A second lustre to some tear-dimmed eye,
Or c'en impart
One throb of comfort to an aching heart,
Or cheer some way-worn soul in passing by

;

If I can lend
A strong hand to the fallen, or defend
The right against a single envious strain,
My life, though bare,
Perhaps, of much that seemeth dear and fair
To us on earth, will not have been in vain.
Wednesday.
It does not require a very tender heart to grieve before the Tabernacle, when we think of all that Jesus is
doing for us, and of the poor return that He receives.
" Behold this Heart, so loving and so little loved ! "
He says to each of us, as He said one day to Blessed
Margaret Mary. That reproach is still too true. Our
Lord may still repeat the words that His lips once uttered " I am come to cast fire upon earth "; and how
His Sacred Heart must be disappointed that so many
hearts refuse to let that Divine tire be enkindled in

:

them !

For me made low ! For me theLord
Of heaven, the uncreated Word
Of God, doth condescend to dwell
By night and day within this cell.
Oh ! break, proud heart, such love to see
Revealed in such humility.

Thursday.

O my God and my Lord, I adore Thee here present
on the altar, as really as when Thy glorified body entered through the closed doors, and St. Thomas exclaimed at last: "My Lord and my God ! "
O Jesus Christ, remember, when Thou shalt come
again
Upon the clouds of heaven with all Thy shining train?
When every eye shall see Thee in Deity revealed,
Who now upon this altar in silence art concealed,
Remember then, O Saviour, I supplicate of Thee,

That here 1 bowed before Thee upon my bended knee;
That here I owned Thy presence, and did not Thee
deny,
And glorified Thy greatness, though hid from human
eye.
My God, I now confess Thee to angels and to men
And to Thy heavenly Father Thou wilt confess me
then.
Friday.
Our Divine Lord appeared to Blessed Margaret
Mary, and asked that some chosen souls should come
and supply at the foot of the altar for those that do
not love Him. Blessed Margaret Mary pleaded her
powerlessness to get them. " Fear nothing," said
Jesus; " I shall be thy strength."

Saturday.
Weary soul, what do you seek? Rest? Light?
Strength '.' Peace ? Pardon? Happiness? These and
all other good things you will find in the Heart of

Jesus.
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Next to a Catholic school in a parish is, in value, a
library whose furniture shall be chosen under Catholic
influence. It supplements the lessons of the schools,
it helps to renew their vitality and preserve their
freshness. Most of us owe as much to the books we
read in youth as to the instruction we received in the
august four walls of our place of captivity. There are
many good books for the edification and the pleasure
of youth, not only the great old ones, in choosing of
which one must not be too rigid,? but delightful
volumes of newer make. Think of the change that
has taken place in the last thirty years in the lives of
children and in the book-world in which we have all
lived more or IeBS !
In 1865, the Catholic boy or girl's book-world the
world of fiction, even of biography
knew few characters with whom he could sympathize without reserve. There were the Rollo books and the stories of
Oliver Optic and Horatio Alger and a series all about
Frank something or other Miss Alcott had, I think,
appeared,? for I remember that " Aunt Jo's Scrapbook," and "Monte Christo" were both snatched
from me one rainy Saturday by an irate mother. F\jr
girls there was " Faith Gartney's Girlhood "; but there
were very few books in which a boy or girl met boys
and girls of his religion. His daily life was not reflected in books, but the daily life of his companions
was. Not that the young Catholic led a life altogether
different from that of other boys, but that there were
essential things in it which did not enter into the
lives of other boys,?the daily Mass in May ; the keeping of the feasts of the Church ; the gloom of Lent; the
visiting of the churches, with their splendid repositories, at FJaster ; the constant recollection of the
Motherhood of the Church. All these were outside of
the lives of many of hiscompanions and outside of the
book-world in which every healthy-minded child loves
to dwell for a time, if it were only on rainy days.
They were close to the Catholic boy, vital to him,
though he probably did not seem " pious," and yet
his heroes in fiction or in biography were all out
of his "star." There was "Tom Brown's School
Days"; it fired every boy's heart with a desire to
go to a boarding-school in which such fun were possible and such virtue probable. And there was "Erick,"
by Canon Farrar and thedelectable " Dotty Dimple"
stories were loved by little girls. " Elsie Dinsmore,"
too, had begun that interminable path leading her
constantly nearer a grave which in nearly forty years
is as far off as ever. We were asked to rejoice over little
Anglican children,?there was one popular book of this
kind called " Ministering Children," who loved their
pastors and pined away when the honeysuckle was in
bloom, and tried to be sad when the good little girl's
papa made her play a " secular " piece of music on the
" Sabbath." But there were no sane Catholic children in the books, and, if it happened that there
were, they were all living in some foreign land or
other. Even Mrs. Sadlier, to whom we owe so much,
made all her best people Irish. And Mrs. Dorsey,?
she ought to have a great monument, interesting as
she always was, seldom touched on the doings of boys
or girls.
Hendrik Conscience's stories were devoured, but
they were Flemish Canon Schmid's were delectable,
but they were German. Nevertheless, who can recall
the little black-covered volumes, with their crude
woodcuts, without pleasant memories? After all, they
had not the flavor of Optic or Alger or the great Trowbridge or the greater Thomas Hughes. For real horror
there was nothing like Bresciano's " Lionello,"or a
book about the crusades by a man named McCabe, in
which the Turks calmly cooked the Christians. But
you
you did not want horrors as steady company ;
wanted to read about boys like yourselves, American
boys who played what you played, not cricket like
the good " Erick," or nothing at all, like the young
Vicomte dc B. who lived in the Chateau dc C. on the
river D., with a good abbe whom you, in your indignation, always called "abby." Nobody seemed to
care very much what you wanted, so you continued
to read "Rollo on the Rhine" rather than Milner's
" End of Controversy" or the dispute between Hughes
and Breckenridge, books which were supposed to be
particularly good for you on Sunday.
A change, however, took place gradually. Books
about American Catholic children began to appear;
?
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they were few and far between during the eighties;
but suddenly the good St. Nicholas induced Father
Finn and others to find publishers that could enable
them to reach Catholic boys and girls, needing just
what these kind and clever persons could give them.
Father Finn, though not the first, is by all odds the
most popular of all these. He possesses the art of
idealizing things after a manner which appeals directly
to the class he addresses. Many of us who write for
the young do not possess this art. A very admirable
book, written for boys and girls, praised by the critics,
read with pleasure by parents and guardians, may be
scorned by youth simply because its author does not
possess this power. Moreover, a boy's sense of wit or
humor is not a man's at all; so that a successful boy's
book must be written, not " down " to the boys,?and
when 1 sayboys I mean girls as well,?but from a boy's
point of view. Father Finn was the first writer to see
what the value of athletics was in reaching the boy's
heart. " Percy Wynn" was to the Catholic boy just
what he wanted. Here was a boy who, in his wildest
dreams of perfection, was like himself; and when
"Tom Playfair" appeared, Father Finn was enthroned. He was master even of the slang of the permeativegames. He knew football and baseball so well
that he was not only worthy of the affection of a friend,
but of the reverence of a master. "Tom Playfair "
would, I think, if a vote on boys' books could be
taken, be declared the first of all by general suffrage.
"Tom Playfair" is still the glass of fashion and
the mould of form, even for Father Finn himself, whose books and whose heroes are the
more beloved the more they reflect the famous
Tom. The Catholic boy did not hesitate to say
that, take it all and all, here was at last the book
for his love. And Father Finn's position with our
boys has not been rivaled by anybody else. His latest
book, "The Best Foot Forward," which likewise includes "The King of the College," " Looking for Santa
Claus," "One Step and Then Another," and"The
Boy Who Knew It All," is in no way inferior to the set
of volumes that preceded it. The stories are shorter,
it is true. This is a defect, for the boys can not have
too much of Father Finn. The qualities they love are
in this book and very much concentrated.
In the first chapter, Father Finn gives us the keynote. In this " there is a change of teachers, and the
class of second academic finds that it has fallen on
dark days."
The gloom of the dark days is occasioned by the
substitution of Mr. Roberts for the amiable Mr.
Philips, who loved boys with an affection past all understanding. "He looked like a man who had suffered much and laughed little." He knew boys only
by their outward appearance, which, eventhe amateur
of boys must admit, is sometimes deceiving. Poor
Mr. Roberts' position is admirably interpreted by Father Finn. The awful first day with the new teacher
has opened.
"In reading the Latin sentences, ?the class, by the
way, had begun the Y'iri Roman,
young Madden made
five mistakes in quantity. At each mispronunciation, Mr.
Roberts put on the countenance of pained surprise.
'"Do you call that reading Latin?' be Inquired
severely. That will do, sir; suppose your neighbor tries
it.'
"The neighbor in question was Eddie Miller, the best
Latin scholar of the class, and as nice a boy as ever attended Delta College.
" Before beginning to read, Eddie tried to smile in a
friendly manner at Mr. Roberts. But what with the loss
of his much loved teacher, and what with the strange and
forbidding waysof the new, Eddie Miller, with the rest of
the class, had become extremely nervous ; accordingly his
smile, instead of being easy, was forced and unnatural. A
character reader would have interpreted it as thesmile of
the heavy villain when he wishes to look particularly
scornful ami reckless. Whether Mr. Roberts was a reader
of character or not remains to be seen ; it suffices for our
present purpose to know that he read the smile wrong.
Eddie had just enough composure left to see that what he
had intended as an overture of peace had been received as
a hostile and unfriendly demonstration. A new wave of
nervousness swept over him. It is not to be wondered at
that he said amavPrunt for amaverunt, and that he pro.
nounced bibere as though it belonged to the second conjugation. In the middle of the sentence Miller lost control
of his eyesight. The page before him became a blur; then
he did the most natural thing under the circumstances?
which was also the most ridiculous thing?he burst into a
meaningless laugh.
" Mr. Roberts screwed his face tight enough, to all ap.
pearances, to snap the strings of a violin, sat bolt upright
in his chair, and, folding his arms, thus addressed Eddie
in particular, and the class in general:
" Although I did not expect you, sir, or any of you,
young gentlemen of the class of second academic, to cor.
respond very closely to the description given of you by
your late teacher, still I looked forward to common polite,
ness, at least in the beginning of our dealings with one
another. And now, before I have fairly introduced myself to you, my first remarks are received with giggles,
and I am openly insulted by a young gentleman who
says bibere and amarentnt.' "
?

'

?

'
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The apparently settled despondency of the second
academic soon grew less dense under the influence
of familiarity.

"To make a long story short,'' Father Finn continues,
"not. a single student of second academic could be found to
read that first sentence correctly, and all, in consequence,
were ordered to report after class. The worst had come,
and with the worst the nervous terror was over. A short
time often brings about marvellous changes. Before the
end of the second hour the spitball made its first appearance in that class and during the afternoon, the niggershooter,'and several breaches of order hitherto unknown,
foreboded that the golden age was over and gone forever."
In the second chapter, we become acquainted with
one of Father Finn's paragons, FMdie Miller. Feather
Finn informs us that there is, among all the multitudinous boys of his acquaintance, only one Eddie
Miller.
"True kindness," Father Finn says, "is the deadly foe of
sin ; and I have no doubt that young Miller exercised an
influence for good which was almost apostolic."
Eddie expected the best from people; Mr. Roberts?
and, really, when one sees how these innocent children of the second academic treated him, one can not
blame him always expected the worst. At once we
see that Eddie is about to convert Mr. Roberts to
his optimism by making the class show all its good
qualities. Now what can be more interesting to a boy
than this situation ? Who would not take a hand in
the conversion of a misguided teacher ? The last boy
to whom I gave "The Best Foot Forward " chuckled
gleefully when the plot began to thicken. And all the
details of the salvation of Mr. Roberts are realistic,?
they are taken from the life of a Jesuit day school.
The idealism, which endears the story to the boys, is
that Father Finn makes his heroes, not as they are,
but as they ought to be. Children think in the superlative degree of comparison,?and they like little prigs,
like FAsie Dinsmore or Lord F"auntleroy, better than
children that are neither very good nor very bad. In
a boy's book the villain must be a real villain, and the
hero just as good as he can be made. Moreover, so
admirable is Father Finn's knowledge and method
that he can introduce a boy like Cyril Harmon without risk. Could anybody but this Idol of Youth put a
boy like Cyril into a book and live?
" Cyril," he says, " was neither a man's boy nor a boy's
boy. Some women and a few men of a certain temperament would have been charmed with him; for in addition
to good moral traits he was sedate, serious, not given to
games that involved any sort of roughness, and always
neatly dressed."
It was said that this young person had never worn
out a suit of clothes ; it was rumored that he had left
the class " with a scared face" because he had discovered a hole in his stocking ; it was asserted, and
not authoritatively denied, that he could make dolls'
dresses; you know the rest; Mr. Roberts, of course,
loved this creature ! He chose him from among the
rest, simply becausehe was quiet and obedient, because
he never aimed a " spitball" at the back of his beloved
teacher's head. Eddie Miller, with the courage of a
crusader, rushes in to save Cyril from the unkindness
of the rest of the class, and thus he loses his great
popularity. In this situation, Father Finn shows
himself to be an artist. If you are a boy you will understand this, for you are in the very centre of a
society you know ; Mr. Roberts, somewhat modified,
no doubt, you have met; Cyril Harmon, in all his
neatness, you have reviled; and FJddie Miller is the
kind of boy you would like to be,? if you had time.
A boy must have some weakness of mind who could
not be interested in this complication, so cunningly
arranged for his benefit. No carping criticism would be
made of Father Finn's books by men who can recall
the boy's point of view. And that author is an artist
who accomplishes the end he works for by carefully

;

'

?

?

contrived means. There are other Catholic authors
who attract certain boys, but Father F"inn is the only
one who draws after him every Catholic boy under
the age of fifteen. The other stories in " The Best
Foot Forward " are full of the flavor of young life ;
they, too, show a tine knowledge of the psychology of
the boy and of the art of meeting him on ground
which is entirely his own.
It is entirely superfluous to praise Father Finn's
work ; it has succeeded as he intended it to succeed,
and while people were clamoring for good books that
would be, for Catholic boys, what Horatio Alger and
Oliver Optic were for all boys, he quietly stepped in
to take the first place. He deserves, on all sides, not
only encouragementbut gratitude.
Marian Ames Taggart's " Loyal Blue and Royal
Scarlet," a story of "70," Benziger Bros., has one
in an unmarfault which, however,is quite
ried woman, she does not know what a tight means.
She has written a story at least equal, in every literary respect, to " Janice Meredith." It is a very pure,
wholesome, interesting romance, well told, without
exaggeration, and with the dramatic effect of climax
?
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It is intended for boys and girls, lads
and lasses who have got somewhat beyond the consideration of such problems as face Tom Playfair.
Miss Taggart appeals to young ladies and gentlemen
but she really ought to learn how to fight. The scene
opens in colonial New York, and we are soon in the
ferment of the struggle between the Loyalist and the
Royalist. Phil Martin, who is for Washington, hears
his cause insulted by a Tory stranger, big, burly,
aggressive, in Fraunces' Tavern. He will not tight a

kept in hand.

;

duel.

"I believe duelling to be asiu," he says, "but you come
way that
out, and I'll polish you off with my fists in a
shall give you a sore-needed lesson."
What could be better than this? But see how it all
ends!
in methods was
" They squared off, and the difference
soon apparent. The stranger's aim was to deal telling
blows which should disable his adversary, while Phil's
only desire evidently was to throw his opponent, when,
Hamilton and Dick felt certain, he would punish him
thoroughly, but not brutally.
belt,
" By a great good chance a heavy blow below the
which might well have nearly been fatal, was dodged by
Phil, and as his adversary lunged forward with the force
suddenly around
of an undelivered stroke, he caught him
the waist, and by a quick twist had him off his feet and
on the ground before he was quite sure what had happened.
panted Phil.
" Quick; your riding-whip, Hamilton!
He's a cur, and shall be whipped like one. I'll teach
'him
wine.'
to mind his own affairs and throw no more
Hamilton, nothing loath, handed Phil his
Alexander
"
rising
short riding-whip, and preventing his adversary
made
less
had
potations
his
hand-a
feat
with his left
and arms till
easy Phil laid the whip around his legs
the big fellow roared for mercy."
Even Father Finns Cyril would have known better
than to " differ in method," and nobody whips a man
in
when he has already been whipped in a fight. And
the row with the Hessian, which shows good feeling
for dramatic action and pathos? she really ought not
(ierman's hand with one
to have made Phil cut off the
all, everybody does not
But,
after
swish of his sword.
as
Sir Walter Scott.
fighting
about
so
much
know
Nevertheless, -Miss Taggart knows how to tell a
Sadlier, who writes
story. She and Miss Anna T.
(Benziger
Gerard,"
of
Master
Story
"The True
Brothers) have the art of using local and historical
color so that one lives in the atmosphere of the time.
It seems to be the fashion among some of our critics
to cry out against the bad taste, the lack of skill shown
And there is
by authors who write for Catholics.
made, over and over again, the assertion that these
if
were
writersshould not write Catholic books, they
statements
are
as
These
elsewhere.
out
not barred
for instance,
general as they are untrue. Miss Sadlier,
and
made her literary debut, introduced by Harper
possible
stones
the
short
prettiest
Brothers, in one of
is
Miss Taggart's work obtains an opening wherever it
a fair
not
of
world
is
the
opinion
offered. But the
standard,
test. We must judge our writers by a higher
it inde.
enough
apply
to
be
brave
ought'
to
and we
pendently. As to good taste, literary skill, and charm,
Royal Scarlet" leaves nothing to be
" Loyal Blue and
desired. With such books as these and Miss Dorsey's,
Mannix's,
Mrs. Waggaman's, Missßrunowe's and Mrs.
why should there be heard the cry of the unsatisfied?
Surely all our critics are not disappointed authors.
of Master Gerard " is intended for
" The True Story
like
stories with love in them. And
the readers who
is
the love here is a very honest love. Master Gerard
rose
sweet,
a
wild
and
Judick
a robust, manly Catholic
sort of a girl, just the opposite of Miss Taggart's brisk
little heroine. " The True Story of Master Gerard "
known,-?
is of a period which deserves to be better
York sucof
New
city
of
the
history
in
that time the
To it
ceeding the accession of William and Mary.
for younger
intended
though
novel,
Taggart's
Miss
either
persons, is a good pendant. To relate the plot of
them
of part of the
despoil
be
to
would
of these stories
interest which the reader ought to find. Miss Sadher's
intromotion is more sedate than Miss Taggart's.'who
in a
Arnold,
and
Lafayette
duces you to Washington,
of character, done
excitement.
Her.treatment
whirl of
in a few strokes, is admirable. This is particularly

'

'
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true of her sketch of Benedict Arnold.
varying in theme,
Here are three delightful books,
in
treatment and point of view, as the authors vary
are not
They
of
view.
point
and
theme, treatment
who must
written by bunglers, amateurs, or writers
vogue. They
for
their
corps
dc
esprit
depend upon our
of fiction of
will stand comparison with the best books
in
to our chiljustice
not,
We
can
1!>00.
year
this
of
dren, afford to neglect them.
The way for Catholic people to help the cause of
papers
Catholic literature is to subscribe for Catholic
"yellow
the
Keep
books.
Catholic
buy
and to
your
journal" and the still yellower novel out of
of those who are trythe
hands
up
hold
homes, and
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION.
On the 24th ult. a sermon on"St. John Baptist Dc
la Salle and Christian Education" was delivered in
St. Lawrence's Church, Lawrence, Mass., by the Rev.

J. M. Fleming, O. S. A., of which we give the following
abstract:

?

"The talents and virtues of Dc la Salle render him
worthy to be ranked among the distinguished men of
all times. Born at Rheims, in France, in 1657, he, at
an early age, was sent to school, where he enjoyed the
distinction of being the most pious, cheerful and
studious of all his companions. In 1070 he entered
the celebrated seminary of St. Sulpice in Paris, for
the purpose of pursuing the higher theological

studies.
"The gay city did not distract him from the serious
purpose he had in view. His profound meditations
on the Gospel, besides advancing him on the road of
perfection, seem to have rendered his disposition only
the more amiable and his personality only the more
attractive. Without being aggressive, he exercised by
his example a gently restraining influence over his

fellow students.
" While a student conscientiously and unostentatiously performing his duty, he little realized that he
was destined to be an instrument in the hands of God
to combat the evil of irreligious education, and to
establish schools in every part of the world where the
child's dignity as God's chosen creature is respected
and defended. Well knowing the history of his country, he saw the storm coming in the distance ; and he
fortified himself by study, experience, and divine grace
to avert its baneful influence. To this end, among
others, he founded his glorious institute of Christian
Brothers.
"After his death, which occurred in 1719, France
passed through the throes of a most terrible and sanguinary revolution but her children have preserved
the faith, and she still has valiant sons who, in the
face of bitter opposition and persecution, are carrying
on the great work of Dc la Salle, the Christian education of the young.
"This is certainly a most opportune time to honor
this great man and to emphasize his life-purpose, when
the whole world seems to have run mad after secular
education. The public school system has become so
much a part of our American life that the man who
dares to point out its glaring deficiencies is held up
before the public eye as a traitor.
"Civilization has been elevated to its present advanced state by Christianity, and it will relapse into
decay when that powerful support is withdrawn.
Christ is as the breath of life to civilization, no matter
what altitude it may reach. Washington himself
recognized the value of religion when he said " Religion is as necessary to reason, as reason is to religion.
The one can not exist without the other. A reasoning
being would lose his reason, in attempting to account
for the great phenomenon of nature, had he not a
Supreme Being to refer to and well has it been said
that, if there had been no God, mankind would have
been obliged to imagine one.'
" Duty demands that a protest should be entered
against a system which tends to degrade manhood,
and to throw the state back into the arms of a paganism from which it was wrested by Christianity at the
cost of so much blood and sacrifice. The gospel of
paganism was the omnipotence of the state. Modern
legislators seem to be reviving that old and pernicious
principle to the detriment and gradual elimination of
individual liberty. Wealth, education, culture and
refinement are no guarantee for the stability of the
state, else France would not have had her revolution,
and pagan Rome would not have fallen.
" Education will not, of itself, prevent crime or curb
the passions. The jailsare tilled with men and women
who can read and write. What is the reason ? They
have no sense of morality. Religion was crowded out
of their lives, and the light of faith was early extinguished. In his 'State Education Self-Defeating,'
Herbert Spencer observes: We have no evidences
that education as commonly understood is a preventive of crime'; and adds, 'Did much knowledge and
piercing intelligence suffice to make men good, then
Bacon should have been honest, and Napoleon should
have been just.'
" We appeal to Catholics not to be carried away
by the whims and fashions of the hour, but to guard
with vigilance the faith of their children. God will
hold them responsible for their salvation. Secular
educationis useful. We admire the sacrifices made by
parents, in order that their children may keep abreast
with the times. But remember, if those children do
not know God and love Him, they are lost eternally.
Knowledge is power, but knowledge without God is
weakness. The existence of Christianity in this country hinges on religious education."

;
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MORE ABOUT THE "CHAINED BIBLE."

Ithaca, N. V., May 30, 1900.
Editor Review:
The passage in " The American in Holland," to
which Rev. C. C. Starbuck makes reference in your
journal of May 26, is as follows, which you are at
liberty to print if you desire.
Very respectfully yours,
William F'lliot Griffis.
(From " The American in Holland," p. IS*O.)
" We went into the great church of St. Walburgis, [in
Zutphen] which began to rest on its piles in the twelfth
century. Interesting as were its auditorium, sculptures,
font, and monuments, these were eclipsed to us in interest
by the chapter house with its columns and capitals worthy
of study, and its scriptorium full of old books, chained to
their desks as in the days before free public libraries. We
who came from Massachusetts, where there are over
three hundred of those popular blessings, and from Boston, where stands the handsomest and richest public
library in the world, 'free to all,' even to small boys
and girls, who can come recommended by anybody whose
name is in the directory,? enjoyed seeing these books.
Most of them, when new, cost the wages of a laboring
man for a whole year. Others were worth a farm, with
all its crops, for a decade. In this scriptorium the old
Brothers wrought with the pen, prepared their parchments, and lived and died in making literary treasures.
In this place one can see at once and again how stupid
and silly are bigotries of all kinds. The staple of Protestant agitators is that in Luther's time the Bible was
chained 'to a desk, which isolated fact is left to the
imagination and logic of all haters of the old Church.
Either from ignorance or malice, the full truth is unstated,
that nearly all books are chained to the desk, because of
their great value. There are yet in Great Britain scores
of places where theold rods or fixtures, which kept books
from thieves, as well as from circulation, still remain."
?

?

"

'
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LUX EST ORTA.
May 26, 1900.
Editor Review:
The Sacreo Heart Review has urged Catholics to use
public libraries and to influence those who supply such
institutions with books. Catholics are often to blame in
that the state and all its works are to so great an extent
anti-Catholic.
Apropos of Mr. Starbuck's re-indictment of the terrible
Luther, do not let us fail to note that other learned Protestants are not telling the old half-truths and lies any
?

more.

Look, for instance, at the report of the American Historical Association for 189S; page 27 (Washington ; government printing-office). It asks: "How many Protestants of average knowledge know anything of the
bigamy of the Landgrave of Hesse, to which the Wittenberg reformers lent their sanction. "
Oh, that Catholic societies, such as the A. O. H., would
listen to the Revik.w, and abandon their silly ways too
often their deadening meetings of imitation of wretched
secret society ritual, their inane recitations.andcomic song
entertainments, and everything else in the natural sphere
which is no help, but rather a hindrance, to the supernatural.
The gratitude of every Catholic should be offered the
Review for its hard, telling .blows against things worse,
against the beastly drinking habit itself.
If anyyoung Catholic has a head on his shoulders, and
any knowledge, and best of all, any of the desire for
knowledge?happiest fruits of education, when wise and
generous then would not Leo XIII.'s noble words of
truth and honesty make him believe there is some worth
in being just and true, and not a boozy politician, that
sure and deadly destroyer, though yet unmarked, of all
the beauty of the Lord's house?
There has been one " Reformation." It is for Catholics
not to lead up to another.
And this is what the Holy Father says to them, calling
them from half-skeptical mistrust of truth, and dreary
neglect of natural gilts of God. These are his three "laws
of history ":" 1. Dread uttering falsehood. 2. Fear not
to state the truth. 15. Write nothing open to the suspicion
of partiality or of animosity."
W. F. P. S.
?

?

The contents of the iorum for June are as follows :

" The Attitude of the United States Towards the Chi-

nese," by How Vow ; "The Present Position of the
Irish Question," J. E. Redmond, M. P.; " Da We Owe
Independence to the Filipinos?" Charles Denby ;
"College Philosophy," G. Stanley Hall; "An Unwritten Chapter in Recent Tariff History," J. Schoenhof; "Teaching in High Schools as a Life Occupation
for Men," E. E. Hill; "U.K., U.S., and the Ship
Canal,"Sir Charles W. Dilke, M.P.; "Organized Labor
in France," Walter B. Scaife ; "The Pre-eminent Profession: A Rejoinder," Rev. H. A. Stimson ; "Ameri-

can and CanadianTrade Relations," Hon. J. Charlton,
M.P.; "A Contribution to the Armenian Question," C.
A. P. Rohrbach ; "The American School of Sculpture,"
William O. Partridge, and "Southern Literature of the
Year," by Benjamin W. Wells. We call special attention to the article on " Teaching in High Schools as a
Life Occupation for Men," in connection with the history of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, just now
so much in evidence on account of the canonization of
their illustrious founder. The contrast will be self-evident, even though both classes of men enter upon
their work facing the same questions?under, oh ! how
different aspects,?" (1) What service shall I be able to
render toothers through this employment? and (2)
What will this employment do for me ?"
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not been, there was no place to which he
could escape. So he sat therewaiting to
be eaten, with the perspiration pouring
off him and his hair standing up on end
with fright.
The lion came in, and Androclus saw
that he walked on three legs, holding up
his other paw as if it hurt him. His big,

t

fierce face wore a very sad

FuWtaMOrend omen.
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How to Get a Badge and Manual.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Beview, or renews an old

subscription, with two dollars for the
>$ year,
will receive a badge and a Manual

;> free.
S

If your parents or friends subscribe
and get the badge for you send in your
name and be enrolled as a member, and
sign the League promise and keep it,?
that is, if yon are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for
any special or reduced rate subscriptions, out only when the full rate ($2) is
paid to this office direct.]

c
c;

and tired ex-
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the lives of some famous musicians.
Uncle Jack hopes sheis interested in the
out-door world. Is she learning to know
the birds and trees in her neighborhood ?

up for the insults offered our Lord. And
such. Then the door of the lion's den
of course if we could get all the young
was thrown open and the great beast
to
let
their
pledged
tongues
folks
never
out. He was hungry, and would
rushed
slip, we'd very soon put an end to the make short work of
the poor slave. All
wicked habit.
the
Romans
forward to see
cruel
leaned
Some of you may not know that
better. But they saw instead something
membership
some
pretty
Uncle Jack has
very wonderful. As the lion came near
cards and badges and Manuals for Dethe slave his whole manner changed.
Any
boy
Name.
or
Holy
fenders of the
glaring eyes grew soft, his bristling
His
swearing
are
girl who thinks cursing and
smootheditself down, and he crept
mane
very bad, and who is willing to help in
to
up
Androclus fawning like a pet dog.
making them less common, may become
Then
Androclus knew it was his own
a member of the League by writing to
lion, and he patted him on the
faithful
Uncle Jack, who will then send him a
head.
membership card. These cards are
The people shouted and cheered,
prettily printed in colors, and are to be
they gave Androclus his freedom,
and
signed by the Defenders receiving them,
and
made him a present of the lion.
and kept to remind them of their
in Rome
promises. The badge and Manual are And both lion and slave lived
the rest of their days, honored and adgiven free with a year's subscription to mired by
all who saw them.
the Review when the regular price is
sent directly to the office and the sender
North Cambridge, Mass., May 120,1900.
requests that the badge be sent to a Dear Uncle Jack:
Defender. Uncle Jack hopes to receive
This is my first letter to you ; I hope you
the names of at least a thousand new will be pleased with it. I am twelve years
Defenders before vacation is over.
old. I am in the seventh grade; I go to
Oneof Uncle Jack's boys, who belongs the Ellis school. My teacher is Miss Home.
to a Band of Mercy, sends the following My studies are reading, writing, spelling,
story for the Future Men and Women. grammar, history and arithmetic. I have
It's a very old story, so old indeed that read "Gertrude Mannering." I have not
to read, as I am taking music
it's probably new to many of you. much time
lessons.
There is a good little moral in it, if you
Your loving niece,
know where to look. While Uncle Jack
Ella M. Tracy.
wouldn'tadvise familiarity with lions in
Of course Uncle Jack is pleased to hear
a general way, his boys and girls may from this new Defender. He hopes Ella
depend upon it, it always pays to be will persevere in her efforts to interest
kind to animals.
little friends in the work of the
?

The Lion of Androclus.

You would be very much surprised to
see a man leading a lion about the
streets of the city like a dog, but if you
had happened to live in Rome two
thousand years ago you would have

seen it done there.
The man's name was Androclus. He
had been a slave in some place in Africa.
His master wasso cruel to him thathe ran
off into the desert, preferring to starve
or die of thirst rather than to live with
him any longer. He wandered on and
on, till at last he came to a cave. The
cave was cool and dark, and Androclus
was glad enough to get out of the heat
and glare of the desert. Lying down
on the sandy floor he soon fell asleep.
When he woke up he saw, to his
horror, an enormous lion at the mouth
of the cave.
Androclus thought his
last hour had come. He was too much
frightened to move, and even if he had

PETTINGILL'S AXIOMS.
Business Truths Proved True by a Well
Known Advertising Authority.

\u25a0

Sunderland, Mass., May 19, l'JOO.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This my first letter to you. I am in the
primary school and in grade II. My studies
are spelling, drawing, arithmetic, reading
and music.
I have rive brothers and two sisters. I
am ten years old.
My mamma died rive weeks ago. She
was buried on Good Friday. My little
brother Johnnie was two weeks old when
she died.
As this is quite a long letter for the first
time, I shall say good-bye.
Your loving niece,
?

pression. He limped nearer and did not
5
S
seem to be angry at all; and so Androclus
j?3
began to take breath and to wonder
S
J
<; what was going to happen. The lion sat
S
?
S
down by him and held out his lame paw,
5
5
5MAAAAAAAAAy ? I
looking
up in his face very pleadingly.
<AAAAAAA/l /w?
Androclus took the greatpaw in his hand.
It was all swollen and inflamed, so that
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
at first he could not see what was the
THE BOYS AND GIRLS. matter, but presently he discovered the
Mary Ahern.
end of an immense thorn sticking out.
without her
very
wants
to
remind
his
is
boys
Mary
lonely
Uncle Jack
Very carefully, so as not to break it off,
mother, Uncle Jack is sure. Of course
and girls of two or three little things. he drew it out from the Mesh.
she prays for her every day and tries to
In the first place, it's going to be vacaThen how glad the lion was to be rid
tion pretty soon. They won't have any of what had made him miserable for do everything the way her mother would
school tasks, and they can read more days He lay down at Androclus's feet like to have her. And no doubt her
!
is praying for the little daughter
and play more. And Uncle Jack hopes and licked
them with his rough tongue, mother
that she may have strength to grow up
they won't stop working for the Holy
him
whined
with
and fawned upon
and
be a good woman. Mary must be
Name altogether. There is just as much
pleasure and gratitude. Androclus lost to
very loving to little Johnnie, who will
cursing and swearing in vacation as at
great
fear
of
were
they
him,
all
and
miss his mother very much. Her letter
any other time ; sometimes we think
friends until he went on his way and is very good for a first one. Uncle Jack
that's
bemaybe
it,
more
of
but
there is
and
lion
behind.
left cave
will be glad to hear from her again soon.
cause we have our windows open in
One day, many years after, the great He
anyit.
But,
and
hear
more
of
would like to know about the games
summer
Coliseum in Rome was crowded with peothe
children in the second grade like.
way, Uncle Jack wants his Defenders to
ple. The cruel games were going on and
Doesn't Mary know some good " countmake up their minds to work hard this
the
up
to
be
to
lions.
given
a man was
ing out " rhymes? Uncle Jack's boys
vacation. We want to get as many new
The man was Androclus. As he stood
members of the League of Defenders as
and girls are always looking out for new
in the arena in the sight of all the peo- ways of finding out
we possibly can. Then, if each one
who is " it."
ple he only hoped that it would soon be
\u25a0
who joins keeps his promise well in over. He remembered his escape in the
May 1(S, 11)00.
mind, we can do a great deal to make cave, but he could not hope for another Dear Uncle Jack :
P

June 9, 1900.

(From the Boston Herald.)
Don't trust to luck in your advertising
?you'll lose.
Constancy is a virtue?combined with
consistency in advertising it buys jewels.
Determination to succeed in advertising necessitates the employment of an
unprejudiced adviser of mediums.
'the Reward of Merit and judicious advertising is success.
" Make haste slowly" is an old proverb plan your advertising for ultimate
?

success.
It takes a careful and experienced ad-

vertising pilot to steer a business ship
clear of extinction to distinction.
Circumstances alter cases ?? different
advertisers require different methods.
Judicious advertising is a synonym for
permanent prosperity.
Misrepresentations will never make
permanent buyers. Truth sticks!

Early Bell Makers of Connecticut.
The removal of the old bell from St.
Patrick's church towera few days ago recalls a bit of history which is of local interest. The following extract is taken from
the history of Nancy Hanks, who was President Lincoln's mother:
"From the old records we find the history of the descendants of Benjamin Hanks
is interwoven in the annals of New England, where they are known as a remarkably inventive family and a family of founders. The first bells ever made in America
were cast on Hanks Hill on their old New
England farm. The bell3and chimes made
by this family are now ringing all over the
world, one of them being the bell in Philadelphia which replaced theold Liberty bell,
and another being the Columbian Liberty
bell."
Hanks Hill is at Mansfield, a few miles
from this city. TheMeneely Bell Company,
This is my first letter. I am eight years of Troy, N. V., of which Clinton Hanks
old. I am in the third grade. I marched Meneely is the head, is now making the
lieil for St.toPatrick's Church, and is
with the Hibernians and went to Woburn. newfirm
referred in the closing paragraph
the
I play hide and seek and puss in the corner. of
the above quotation.? Norwich Record.
day
had
a
celebration
the
before
WashWe
ington's birthday in our school.
John Pearlk.
Colleges and Academies.
?

John's writing is beautifully clear and
round. He must send Uncle Jack some Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley HiUs, Mass.
more of it. And next time he won't
Academy, situated In the suburbs of
forget to tell Uncle Jack where he lives,
Boston. Is only a few miles from the city.
It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
will he?
The location is one of the most
Railroad.
Unclk Jack.
New England.
healthful and picturesque Inaffording
ample
The grounds are extensive,
advantage for out-door exercise. The curri
INELEGANT LANGUAGE.
culum of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necesa refined education. For particulars
sary
Few people realize how many words as to for
terms for boarders or day pupUs apply
are used improperly in the course of
Sister Superior.
a preparatory
ordinary conversation. Take, for exAttached to the Academy is
boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
for
school
ample, the word fix the strict meaning The object of this school is to givesuch a genof which is to make fast, to settle. But eral education as will fit pupils to enter college.
it is improperly used in many other ways,
as " I fixed my hair ; I fixed the wagon; Vilianova College,
I fixed my gloves; I fixed my room,"
Delaware County, Perm.
by the Augustlnlan Fathers.
etc.; instead of " I brushed my hair ; I
thorough.
Location delightful. Courses
repaired the wagon I sewed my gloves Terms
moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
1 put my room in order," etc. Another encouraged. Send for prospectus.
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.
word, used still more loosely and widely,
is " nice." This properly means overexact, punctilious, delicate, subtle. But Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, N. H.
it is often employed to denote all comSCHOOL for young ladles.
mendable qualities. We often hear carePlease send for catalogue to
less speakers say, "This apple is nice,"
The Mother Superior.
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;
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instead of delicious ; " She is a nice
girl," instead of good or agreeable ; a

"

nice landscape," for a lovely landscape;
" a nice cottage," instead of a snug one;
her
" a nice man," instead of a genial
League. Insults to the Holy Name are man; a nice mountain," instead of a
"
so common nowadays. Defenders must grand or lofty one; " a nice drink of
work very hard in order to make up for water," for a refreshing one ; " a nice
the lack of love shown the Holy Name. smell " to a flower, for a pleasant odor ;
June, of course, is especially devoted to and so on without limit. Then there is
the Sacred Heart, so that all good De- the word " awful," meaning fearful or
fenders ought to make an extra effort sublime. Yet how frequently we hear of
during this month. A Defender's work an awful nice day or an awful-looking
is real, serious, useful work. It consists dress! The word "got" is another
in guarding one's own tongue so it will victim which is dragged into service on
never slip into disrespectful language. all occasions.
I got up in the mornThat's the first thing. The next thing ing and got my breakfast, got to work
is to say the little League prayer whensoon after and got home by ten," for
ever you hear bad words, in order to example. All these inelegancies are unmake up as well as you can for the in- pleasant to the refined ear. To correct
sults of others. And of course, the more them when they have become a habit,
children you can get interested in the repeat to yourself the correction, and
League, the more good work you can do. continue to repeat it till it becomes
Uncle Jack will be glad to have Ella ready and familiar in use. Iv this way
write him again soon. Probably she will young persons may acquire the habit of
have more time to read, now that the using the best language, and the longer
school session is almost ended. As she it is continued the easier it will become.
is interested in music she ought to read
Our Young People,

"

?

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,

NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
Classics, Letters, Economics and History, Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy,
Law, Civil, flechanlcal and Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
Courses. Ecclesiastical students at special

rates.

Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year,
Collegiate Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.
The 56th Year will open September sth,
1899. Catalogues Free. Address
RBV. A. MORRISSBY, C.S.C., President.

Mt. St. Mary's College,

Emmlttsburg,Md.
by an Association of Secular
Clergyman, under the auspices of His
Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore. Classical, Scientific and Commercial
$300 in Senior, and »2SO in
Courses. Terms:
Small Boys' Department. Address
Rev. William L. O'Hara, President.
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Notre Dame Academy,

LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses
For circular address
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Africa, they brought with them the re-

ligion, philosophy, laws and literature
of Arabia. The negro seems to have
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.
taken kindly to the system of his new
for soon schools sprang up on
master,
Ofltc«: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
all sides. While at Oulata and later at
Traoy,
V.
D.
D.
Joseph
Director:
Rev.
Diocesan
Timbuctoo, the Soudanese scholars suron the day of special commemoration of the deceased passed in the arts and sciences the
ffRTWTT nw TUT. ASSOCIATION.
which he
Peo- member, of the committee or the Band to
Arabians themselves. Timbuctoo, which
pie. byV prayer, and
of the faithfui.
is a commercial centre, by reason of its
heart,
Jesus;
the sacred name of
14. The
least in the
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIPfor every Mass said in position became the storehouse of cul1
To recite for the above intention, formed once favor of the Privileged Altar
for a deceased member,
tor all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the mom- the name of an Associate
A special portion
are members of the Association, but ture and refinement.
lnr or evening prayers, adding the following invoca- Children who
made their First Communion, may gain the of the population, the marabuts or sheiks
don ? St Francis Xavier, frayfor us. s. To give, have not
In alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
of today, devoted itself exclusively to
appointedby their confessor.
?r sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
II. Partial Indulgence, 1. Seven years and seven
through the regular organization of the Association.
The marabuts were looked upon
letters.
performs,
time
Associate
in
aid
quarantines
every
an
*
*
ORGANIZATION.
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; s. as exemplars of all that was best in
are'formed,
each
community
"Bands"
Associate
assists
at
the
jay,
fpgry
In each
time an
JOO
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Pro- Triduum on the 3rd of May and 3rd of December ; j. Islamism, and their honors and dignities
every time an Associate recites Our Father
moter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its IOO
were hereditary. They enjoyed the remembers and turns them over to the Parochial or and /jatf Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many Francis Xavier.
spect and esteem not only of the lower
partial,
aj]
theje
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
indulgences, both plenary and
order to report and to devise the best means to fur- are applicable to the souls in Purgatory; and all have classes, but also of the sultans themther the Association.
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend selves, who made ample provision for
Archbishop.
A TJtJ A TV
their sustenance, so that, freed from all
Association
EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
Letters from the missionaries of the
other month in the
1. Those who contribute #6.00 a year, thereby aecares, they might pursue in peace and
are collected and published every
Annalx, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
a sum quiet the paths of learning. Among the
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or a copy of the Annals. 1. All who contribute
she, Is expected to pass it around to the other mem- 0 f money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establishing
permanent
becoming
fund,
thus
members marabuts, some confined themselves to
a
beri in succession, after which it becomes his or her in perpetuity.
These may enjoy the above spiritual the study of religion, some to law, the
property
provided
that they
indulgences
perpetually,
favors and
FEASTS.
observe the other conditions prescribed to the As- greatest part to teaching. The first class
SPECIAL
special
times
of
Association
has
selected
as
The
oci ateI
was again subdivided into two classes
prayer and thanksgiving 1. The feast of the r mdCatholics of levery age and of both sexes are adlngof the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary mjjjible to membership, and all are earnestly exwe may call the active and the
certainly
a which
of its foundation, in 1821; s. The feast of St. Francis norted to join the Association. There is
contemplative. The former attended to
jeMon f or ?, m the zeal which actuates Protestant
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
cele,jetloIIlm ations to contribute more than ten million
On these two days the Association has a Mass
the externals of religion, the latter folbrated in every parish in which the work is regularly foUar, a year for the propagation of their beliefs,
organised.
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy kinglowed a life of prayer and meditation.
many
of
how
dollars
come;
to
the
extent
yet
sbthT'TTTA T VA VORS
dom
coming of tnat king- There are many records and traditions
are offered up every and cents yearly do we aid ?theOur
mis.ioner. heroic
for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples
year by tne mu"'°?5"~;
of the works of the religious marabuts ;
V"_
?« .k. Association s. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
lng and
the
from whom must in fact, the stories of their wonderful
mean.;
they
"gained
effect,
had
by
could
e£
ir
proportion
r«o«
in
\u25a0? On
these mean, come ? In due
the Associates.
a?r.he
all
A. ociate. '\u25a0 PUnZry
?~r J H
miracles, their high moral character and
May 3 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the proy£
AlmightyGod, responsibility for tie Church's
idence
L.,
On
of
St
.1
Francis
De?
3
J
Xavier,
On the feast of St. 'rancu.
heroic charity, remind us of the lives of
time of its
i
ete
fulfilment
in
our
or
comp
the fea.t of theAnnunciation of th B1 "*=1a v 'Jg
t0 teach all nations. Whatever we give for
mU
ion
on
0
Christian saints. Those who devoted
feast
of
the
? above 53, en d is p
March .5 4. On the
A""??' the
given to God, and will be returned unto us
themselves to law,used the Koran as their
,5 5 On any day within the octave.of
(
|
*
7
Epiphany,
of
*e
feasts; 6 On
feast
and pressed down and shaken together great
text-book, and all their decisions
they
give
your
into
bosom."
'on any two and running over .hail
upon it. But it is the third
were
based
.?,<,??,.??
day. chosen by the Associate. ; Once a year, on
aboo
or
FO r
class, or teaching marabuts, who interest
the A ,.ocUtion, apply to the Diocesan Director.
us most. Education was strictly gratuiAssociation are respectthe
Secretaries
of
Branches
and
of
tous ; the only condition required by
and other
*«*- Parochial
.I?,J*tn Directors
e 7,
<ond revorts
of meetinqs, appointments of new Promoters,
P
Director for publication in the the masters was that there should be a
the
Diocesan
items
are forwarded they will be printed, so sufficient number of pupils to appreciate
RFVIEW'If tht names the
of deceased Promoters
may have
benefit of the prayers ofaUthemembers.
his labors. If we are to believe their
biographers, the teaching marabuts were
other persons St. Joseph's Church, Somerville.
men of rare merit, and deeply senNOTICE. Promoters and the.c
onhim.nS
columns
Pastor, Rev. Christopher T. McQrath, P.R. sible of the responsibility of their posiin
these
printed
whose names are
Number of Promoters, 110; of memare apt to get begging letters in behalf of
tion. They worked incessantly, and the
bers, 1,(!00 organized 1898.
the
outside
of
parties
objects,
from
various
time not given to professional duties
Michael
J.
Director,
Rev.
Welch.
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
$:!7.00 they devoted to prayers, the latter to
Offerings, May,
they
?
\u25a0
notice be taken of these appeals, unless
keep their hearts and minds on the
approbation.
have received the usual diocesan
St. Mary's, Star of the Sea, East Boston. teachings of the great prophet, which
Pastor, Rev. Hugh Roe O'Donnell. were the groundwork of their educaNEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
Number of Promoters, 1)8 ; of memtional system.
bers, 980; organized May, 1900.
the Soudanese in time
St. John's Church, Quincy.
" Naturallygreat
May,
173.25
Offerings,
a
Branch
libraries which were
auspices
accumulated
Under propitious
in
Boston,
of their times. In them rethe
wonder
Church,
was
established
Conception
Association
Immaculate
of the
Pastor, Rev. W. G. Read Mullun, 5.,/. ligious, judicial and grammatical works
the parish of St. John the Baptist,
memPamphlets
occupied the most prominent places, nor
Number of Promoters, 140; of11)00.
Quincy, on Sunday, May 27.
February,
organized
1,370;
bers,
the
about
were they lacking in the poetry and
interesting
information
giving
$122.13
Offerings, April-May,
fiction peculiar to the Arabian tempera»
missionary cause weredistributed at the
'
ment. Mathematics and medicine were
earlier Masses, and a special announce- St. Anne's Church, Lawrence.
last
Pastor, Rev. Jean if. Portal, S. M. to a great extent neglected. The most
ment in its favor made. At the
was
that can be said of the latter is that it
Number of Promoters, 80; of memMass the history of the Association
800; organized 18lJ!>.
memwasa
more deceptiveform of empiricism.
bers,
of
the
conditions
and
upon,
dwelt
Director, Key. F. Kemy, S. M.
form some idea of the extent of
We
can
organization
of
bership and method
$88.75
Offerings, April-May,
manifested
native
libraries
from the fact that in
was
Such
zeal
defined.
m
were
of manuscripts
making
for
the
Timbuctoo
the
appointed
that before the hour
St. Francis dc Sales' Church, Roxbury.
was a specialty, and the most successful
Pastor, Rev. /'. J. Daly.
afternoon meeting a number of Bands
tradesmen were the booksellers. Librahad already been formed, and fifty ProNumber of Promoters, 127; of mem- ries of oneor two thousand volumes were
besides,
distributed
were
1889.
organized
cards
1,270;
bers,
moters'
the
common, and it is worthy of note that
Director, Key. C. J. Herlihy.
not a few who could not attend
$100.00 nearly all were circulating. It was a
Offerings, March to May,
meeting, expressed their intention of
?
principle with many of the marabuts
applying for cards within a week.
Church, Charlestown. never to refuse the use of a book to any
dc
Sales'
month,
St.
Francis
the
after
Sunday
of
second
The
Pattor, Rev. Jumes JV. Supple. one who asked, lest they deprive true
upon,
Vespers, has been determined
Promoters, !)8; of memof
Number
believersof the advantages of the Koran.
with Father Friguglietti's kind approba- bers, 1,100; organized 1899.
Though
of
Prothese libraries have long since
meeting
Key.
J.
Driscoll.
monthly
John
Director,
tion, for the
gen*56.70 been destroyed, the sheiks and wealthy
Offerings, May,
moters and the Key. John Casey
\u25a0
\u2666- \u25a0
inhabitants of Timbuctoo even today
erously consents to act as parochial
Blood,
pride themselves in the possession of
reMost
Precious
Church of the
director. To him will the Promoters'
books, howeverfew.
every
him,
Hyde
Park.
and
from
turns be given,
Pastor, Rev. James J. Chittick.
will
re" Turning now to the pupils, we find
second month, each Promoter
of Promoters, 76; of memthat after a preparatory course at some
Number
of
the
Annals.
ceive a copy
bers, 7t>o; organized 1809.
less renowned school, all flocked to TimDirector, Key. F. H. Houston.
823.86 buctoo to share its many advantages.
Monthly Branch Reports.
Offerings, May,
Princes and peasants, rich and poor, all
E. Boston.
Church of the Holy Redeemer,
mingled as equals in the great uniMcCarthy,
P.Ii.
THE
P.
SOUDAN.
LITERATURE OF
Potior, Rev. Laurence
versity city. The system in vogueamong
memof
80;
Promoters,
Number of
not unlike that purbers, S00 : organized 1899.
The following extract from Felix the Soudanese was
by the ancient Hebrews in their
sued
Director, Kev. Daniel 8. Sbeerin.
the
Mysterious,"
Timbuctoo,
?»" lu Dubois' "
Offerings, April May,
study of the law and the prophets.
\u25a0
(Chapters 13-14), printed in the October
-"
Seated around the master, the pupils reaptly
Harvest,
ilof
the
Colored
Salem.
number
Immaculate Conception Church,
at least some peated the words of the Koran, taking
I'astor, Rev. John I), lierney. lustrates the capabilities of
care to give the various tones and innegro
144
memrace.
of
sections of the
Number of Promoters,
1900.
the
flections
as indicated by the marabut, or
January,
century,
When, in the ninth
bers, 1,100; organized
in Arabic characters on
interior
of
transcribed
Director, Rev. Kianci* Walsh.
into
the
penetrated
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wooden tablets a page of the sacred text.
When reading and writing had been
mastered, grammar and exegesis occupied the students' attention, till the
teacher had explained, with religious

and historical reflections, the entire
Koran. So much for the preparatory
course. The taliba or student then repaired to Timbuctoo, where he usually
studied under several masters, each of
whom was a specialist. He went from
place to place, according to his fancy,
and drank in with avidity the commentaries on theology, rhetoric, logic and
law. That the course of study was very
long may be gathered from the fact that
three years were spent in the study of
Arabic alone, which was but the first
step in a student's life. When a student
had completed his education, he received
his diploma, became a marabut, and had
free access to all honors and dignities.
The great influence of the marabuts
gradually extended to politics, and this
led to their downfall. Interference in
affairs of state, and opposition to their
rulers, first made them objects of suspicion, then of persecution, until in the
sixteenth century, the golden age of
the Soudan, they received their deathblow in the wholesale arrest and banishment of the most learned and powerful
among them.
" Thereafter we see a gradual decline
till today little is left of the former intellectual glory of the Soudan, except the
name. No works on the arts and sciences date later than the fifteenth century, but the "Tank c Soudan," (" The
History of the Soudan") the greatest
work of Soudanese literature, was compiled just before the exile of the marabuts, in the twilight of their literary
grandeur. This work, which gives us
the history of the Soudan from its earliest known date till the beginning of its
decline, is regarded by all competent to
judge as a masterpiece in its kind, and
in no way inferior to European histories
of the same period. In style it is simple,
clear, and remarkably free from the
artifices and exaggerations which we
would expect to find in a work compiled
under the impulse of Arabian thought
and education. Both sides of events are
given impartially, and throughout the
whole a deep religious sentiment is ap-

parent."
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How's This!
We oflcr One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh thatican not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A, CO.. Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all business transac
tions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
West A Tkdax,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Waldino, KnraAK
Marvtm
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
ingdirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle
Sold bvftll Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
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Temperance.
THE C. T. A. U. CONVENTION AT
BOSTON COLLEGE.
The twenty-fourth annual convention of the Catholic Total Abstinence

Union of the archdiocese of Boston,
whicli was held in Boston College
Hall, last Sunday afternoon, was
one of the most successful from
many standpoints that the Union has
held for years. There was an excellent attendance on the part of the
delegates, and there were present, as
well, a large number of members of
the several societies.
The Bey. Thomas Scully, president of the Union, was in the chair,
and among those present were the
Rev. W. G. Bead Mullan, rector of
the Immaculate Conception Church,

this summer.

This move on the

part of the Catholic Total Abstin-

ence Union is one that is sure to
meet with general favor. A committee of the presidents of the socieWHY NOT?
ties in the Union will meet soon to
confer regarding this matter, subOut in Chicago the other day the
ject to call of the board of officers. Bey. J. J. McLaughlin, discussing
It was voted that the thanks of Catholic societies and

the Union be extended to Chaplain
Hoes of the Wabash," Charles"
town, for his efforts to promote temperance among the sailors and
marines at the Navy Yard.
After the convention, the delegates enjoyed the hospitality of St.
Valentine's Society, whose members

served a luncheon in the music room
of the College. Before leaving, the
delegates expressed by vote their
thanks to St. Valentine's Society,
and to the Jesuit Fathers of the
and president of Boston College, the Immaculate Conception Church,
Bey. JohnT. Mullen, U. C. L., of for the many kindnesses shown
the Cathedral, and the Bey. W. J. during the convention.

Barry of Cambridgeport.
The report of the secretary gave

fifty-five societies in the Union, with
4,225 members. St. Valentine's Society showed the largest increase in
membership, the Holy Cross Temperance League of the Cathedral being next on the list.
The election of officers resulted,
practically, with one or two exceptions, in the choice of the board
which has served the Union for
several years past.
Father Scully
is again president; Joseph A. Sheehan, first vice-president; Miss Herrick of Charlestown was chosen as
second vice-president, in place of
Miss Falvey of Quincy, who declined
to again serve because of her inability to attend to the duties of the
office; P. F. McDonald of Dorchester is again treasurer, and Edwin
Mulready, who has been secretary
for the past fifteen years, will add
another year to his record. James
F. Dooley of Boxbury is sergeantat-arms.
The delegates to the
national convention of the C. T. A.
U. of America, to be held in Philadelphia in August, are as follows :
The Bey. John T. Mullen of the
Cathedral; Edwin Mulready, Joseph
A. Sheehan and Miss Mary E. Herrick.
Among the resolutions adopted
was one calling particular attention
to, and unqualifiedly endorsing, the
work for total abstinence which the
Sacred Heart Beview is doing.
The question of admitting the
Hibernian Total Abstinence Association into affiliation with the
Union was discussed at some length.
D. A. McCarthy, one of the fraternal
delegates from that organization,
by courtesy of the convention, was
allowed to explain the wishes of the

torepresent the best element in the Catholic community. The men who compose
it are respectable, honorable men, and I
think such letters as H. T. D.'s should
not be printed.
M.

MT. ST. MARY'S TEMPERANCE
SOCIETY.
Editor Review:
The Mt. St. Mary's Temperance Society,
Mt. St. Mary's College, Emmittsburg,
Md., of which Very Rev. Dr. McSweeney
is director, closed a very prosperous year
on Sunday, May 27. John Dunn of
Brooklyn, N. V., and Joseph A. Iloward
of Philadelphia, Pa., who served last
year as president and secretary, respectively, were re-elected for the year '00-'Ol.
Papers were read and speeches made
by Messrs. Goode, Hannick, Manley,
Flanagan, McElroy, McCann, Carroll,
Duncan, Howard, Kitrick, McGonigal,
Munster and Cassidy. Dr. McSweeney,
in reviewing the work of the past year,
said that the progress of the society was
indeed commendable. He exhorted the
members to continue the good work, reminding them that they were destined to
carry on the work which the noble sons
of theMountain had left. Dr. McSweeney
was the founder of Mt. St. Mary's Temperance Society, which was established
seven years ago. During that time he
has labored indefatigably to further this
worthy cause. How well he has succeeded finds ample demonstration in the
good that many a Mountaineer through
his influence and example has accomplished. Among the sentiments voiced
on this occasion was one strongly opposing the use of intoxicating liquors at
Orkstks.
banquets of college men.
?

their utility,

said:?
"Great numbers of our Catholic
men and women are making desperate efforts to build up all kinds of

societies except the temperance. It
is any and every kind but a temperance society. It can not be denied

SLIGHT OBJECTION.
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Lite's a sack Race
To a sick man. He's hobbled, hampered, handicappedby his sickness. Every
little while he has to lay off for a day.
He can't get
Everygljpk ahead.
body passes hirr
M
in the struggle
a)
If
for success.
sickness originates i" a f lis"
ijf >/
j eased condition
lof the stomach
1,
I (and most sick;
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i
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temperance societies where there is started the Father Mathew Temperalso danger of losing the faith."
ance Society in East Cambridge,
Mass., the oldest organization of its
TEMPERANCE

NOTES.

Ciiaki.es Moore, in his "Northwest Under Three Flags," lately
published by the Harpers, noting
the opposition of the Jesuits to the
French military governor, shows
that there was only too good
reason for it. The Jesuits, for example, strongly opposed the sale of
spirits. When Louis XIV. applied
to the Sorbonne, in 1694, on the
question of allowing French brandy
to be shipped to Michilimackinac,
the Council endorsed the action of
the Jesuits, and, as Mr. Moore puts
it, "gave to the Northwest its first
prohibitory law." Pittsburg Ob-

kind in the United States. Timothy
Crowley, of the same society, who
died some weeks before, was another
of the old guard.

.

An experienced man said the
other day : " Individual total abstainers are all right. As members
of a society they are cranks and nuisances." Anybody who has ever attended the meetings of some temperance societies will be inclined to believe this. More time is wasted
over petty questions and non-essentials than is given to important business. Oh, if we would only stop
talking and begin to do some work !

?

JUST PUBLISHED:

We are glad to see our temperance men coming to the front in literature. Mr. John A. Foote, who
By CHRISTIAN REID,
has a short story in the Catholic
World for June, is a total abstainer. Author of "Armine," "Carmela," "A
Woman of Fortune," "The Land
In the contest last year in the Cathof the Sun," etc.
olic Total Abstinence Union of
12mo.
Cloth. Illustrated.
America for the best essay on the
Life and Labors of Father
"Mathew,"
PRICE $1.50.
he won the prize. He has
A
dramatic story of the
fascinating,
published poetry of some merit, and human soul. The
heroine
a young
is now editing a song-book for use girl reared with the loftiest isideals,
who
among temperance societies. His finds, when brought into contact with
early life was spent in the coal re- the world, that its motives and standards are in direct contradiction to her
gions, and much of his local color is own.
development of her character
drawn from the scenes and events of under The
the influence of love, sorrow and
early
his
life among the hardy disappointment forms the basis of a
miners.
most interesting psychological study.
o
Glimpses of the better side of life in
The ranks of the original "Father Bohemian Paris, and of American solend color to the narrative.
Mathew men" are getting thin. ciety
The story is told in forceful style and
Patrick Sharkey, who died in East worked out with consummate art.
Cambridge last week, was one of the
At all Booksellers.

Boston, Mass., May 20, 11)00.
Editor Review:
In your Issue of May 19 a certain H.
T. D." gives vent to some narrow-minded
views on temperance in connection with
the K. of C. I am surprised that the
Revdjw should allow its columns to be
used by narrow-minded men of H. T. D.'s
stamp, who, no doubt, have some spite
against the Knights of Columbus, and, on
the pretense of being active in temperance reform, are trying to discredit the
order. This class of thing will react
injuriously, not only on temperance in
general, but on the Review in particular.
H. T. A. A. It was voted that the
11. T. D. says that he knows of a counto
enter
of the order not one hundred miles
be
the
cil
Association
invited
from Boston," which ran a dance with a
the
completion,
by
on
the
Union,
beer social as a side show, as it were,
officers, of arrangements necessary
some time ago. With all due respect for
to harmonize the constitutions of his veracity in other matters, I do not
both organizations.
think he is telling the truth in this inI am pretty well acquainted
voted
to
a
stance.
convention
hold
The
the Cambridge- with the class of men who belong to the old-timers, having taken the pledge
reception in
order in and around Boston, and it is
port Young Men's Gymnasium, inconceivable they would do anything of from the Apostle of Temperance
in honor of the Cuban teachers this kind.
himself at Dunmore, Ireland, in
who are coming to Harvard College
The K. of C. claims and claims truly 1838. He was also the last surviv?

1900.

that most of these organizations are
\
A
doing a vast amount of necessary
J
good, but if total abstinence was a
principle of the people there would
be little need of societies of people
to save themselves and their children ; we could then have societies
for the saving of the barbarians of
«I write to tell you of the great benefit I have
our own and other lands. Catholics received from the use of Dr. Pierces Golden
Discovery," writes Mr. G. B. Bird,
should take an interest, first, in Medical
of Bvrnside, Putnam County. West Va. "It
me of a very bad case of indigestion
building up a temperance society, cured
associated with torpid liver. Before I began
the use of Golden Medical Discovery' I had
then put their spare time into other no appetite;
could not sleep or work but very
little. The little that I ate did not agree with
was a misery
organizations of worth.
me; bowels constipated, and life
to me. I wrote to Dr. Pierce, giving the sympYou advised me
Catholic sociableand benevolent toms, and asked for advice.Discovery,'
to try the 'Golden Medical
so I bethe use of it, and after taking four bottles
societies are encouraged even when
work,
got
felt
well
that
I
went
to
but
soon
fan soso I again began the use of it, and used
they become a surplus burden, for worse,
it -iixjut eight weeks longer, when I was permanently cured. I took in all about twelve
fear that, if they are discountenbottles of the Discovery,' and some of Dr.
Pierces Pleasant Pellets in connection with
anced, Catholics may join non-Caththe Discovery.'"
olic societies and lose the faith.
Dr. Pierces Pleasant Pellets keep the
Why not encourage temperance sobowels in healthy action.
cieties for the very same reason ?
Keep Catholics out of non-Catholic ing member of
the original four who

server.
A

12 June W,

Weighed in the Balance,

GALLANAN & CO.,
MARLIER,
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
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THE SACKED

they are real homes,
where the comfort and happiness of
each member is duly considered ;
where they may invite their friends
without fear of being reproved on
the morrow for having dared to take
such a liberty. I have known some
houses where servants were not allowed to receive any visitors ; others
where the privilege was allowed on
certain evenings in the week ; but

AmoJO
nugst urselves. nevertheless,
CoaOUOTEO BY »U«T

BlIOI.

Women's Work" problems, from
"
of view of the woman who
point
the

works, are something of a novelty.
Most of us who are interested in the
subject are familiar enough with the
parlor standpoint. How the situation looks from the kitchen is quite
as important, but a little more difficult to get at. For this reason Aunt
Bride is very grateful indeedfor the
article on Domestic Help " which
"
has been sent by one of the readers
of the Review. The writer is herself engaged in household service,
and has done housework for a living
for several years, so she knows
whereof she speaks. Her statement
of the case is one of the clearest
Aunt Bride has ever read. It is so
interesting that, although it is rather
long, Aunt Bride prefers to give it
in two instalments rather than cut
it down. After reading M. A. Q.s
side of the story, Aunt Bride is sure
most of us will agree that the servant
question is not a servant question at
mistress question."
all, but a
Those who are particularly interested in the matter ought to write

"

to

the Chief of the Massachusetts

Bureau of Labor Statistics and ask
for the February number of the
Labor Bulletin. An interesting article on social conditions in domestic
service appeared in that issue. Professor Lucy Salmon has written a
on the subject which may in-

book

terest M. A.

Q.
DOMESTICHELP.

The first thing to be considered is,
why is it so difficult to getcompetent
help? There can be but one answer:
the demand is greater than the
supply. But undoubtedly there are

among the wage-earning women of
this country enough to meet the
want. What, then, is the reason that
so many housekeepers find it impossible to get servants ? Because many
who can do housework prefer working in offices, stores, shops or mills,
the result being that the latter places
are daily besieged by applicants for
whom there is no work, while the
unfortunate housekeeper seeks in
vain for some one to care for her
household. In the city where I live,
people find it hard to get even inexperienced servants. Scarcely a day
passes that I do not hear of somebody who is trying to get a girl, and
is not succeeding. Three large mills,
which have recently been started
here, are the chief cause of the
failure. The girls have left domestic
Why
service to work in the mill.
with
have
talked
have they gone ? I
reasons
chief
several girls, and the
given are that by working in these
places they can live at home, and
have Sundays and evenings to themselves. Another powerful reason is
given, but I will speak of that later.
In regard to living at home, only
the girls who have lived in houses
which could in no sense of the word
be called home, can realize how
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denied its freedom that Kngland
why not stay at home V" She didstay, still
looked in vain for good will and assistalthough she told me she feared that ance. This, I feel sure, has sunk into the
our mistress would find something public mind of England. It has been
for her to do, as soon as she learned emphasized in a truly startling manner
that cook was not going out. I by the history of the war. On the field
battle England has in the end been
laughed at her fears, but soon found of
obliged to rely upon the genius and the
that she knew our employer better valor of the generals and the soldiers
than I did ; for, although she had al- who are the sons of that land which is
ready received orders for dinner, an still vainly clamoring for its rights. The
extra dish was ordered that obliged recent visit of the Queen to Ireland is a

Ler to begin dinner some hours earlier than usual. She tried the experiment three weeks in succession,with
the same result. I could not understand why she should not be allowed
to use this time which was supposed
to be hers for her own, instead of
for her employer's, advantage.
This girl left this place a few
months after I did. In addition to
her own she was also asked to do
the work that I had been doing,
but was refused extra wages. She
disliked to change her place, so for
a while tried to do the work, but
finding that her health was failing
at last gave up the attempt. She
had nine people to work for, and
every pleasant day was obliged to
hurry with her work so that she
could take the baby out. Sometimes
the girl was told to take baby for a
car-ride, and if her mistress did not
happen to have change to give her
for carfare, she was told to pay it
herself, and the money would be
given to her later, but it was usu-

so much was afterwards said about
the fuel and gas that was burned,
that the poor girls wished their visitors had remained away.
Then having their evenings and
Sundays at home is a great privilege,
because, knowing when they are to
be at liberty, they can plan ahead
what use to make of this time. Of
course the servant-girl is also supposed to be at liberty evenings as
well as Sunday afternoon, but it is
sometimes so late when she finishes
her work that she can neither go out
nor begin to work for herself. To
tell the truth, they are sometimes
too tired to think of doing anything
except to go to bed, and I have
known some girls who have gone to
their rooms, night after night, so
tired that they were obliged to lie
down and rest before they were able
to undress. Two of these girls lived
with people who felt themselves justified in economizing at the expense
of their servants. In one place, the
mistress locked all the food up after ally forgotten. Thus, you see, my
friend did more work than she did
each meal, and although there was
I was with her, yet received
always an abundance of food in the when
the
same wages, a part of which
only
house, there was seldom enough left
she
was
told to spend for her emon the table to make a meal for the
M. A. Q.
ployer.
servants. In the other place the

food was ordered in such small quantities that the girl nearly starved
and worried herself to death trying
to get sufficient food together with
which to prepare the coachman's
meals. In both cases the people
were wealthy.
When I began this paper I did
not intend writing anything about
the servants' food, but thinking
about these girls, my indignation
found
got the better of me, and I
I
myself writing almost before realized what I had at first decided up-

on doing.
Iwill no w go back to the question of
leisure time; I know some girls who
are allowed to manage their work so
that they are sometimes at leisure
when the shop or mill girl is obliged
to work. They do not have any particular afternoon off, but may go out
any afternoon if their work is done.
The women for whom they work are

IrOishIf nterest.

proof of what I say; and more than likely
has served to intensify the feeling which
undoubtedly exists in England at this
moment that Ireland has been treated
unjustly, and that the empire itself has
suffered severely in its prestige and its
power by the injustice. The Queen returns, or perhaps I should say she ought
to havereturned, from Ireland convinced
that if Ireland is worth keeping it is
worth conciliating and must be conciliated.
" We are on the eve of a dissolution of
Parliament. Should Lord Roberts reach
Pretoria before the harvest a general election will, it is generally believed, immediately follow. Whatever party is returned
to power, the reunited Irish members, in
all human probability, will be masters of
the situation. The educational reform of
which I have been speaking, a further
reform of the land question, the redress
of the financial injustice under which we
suffer, Home Rule itself, are all, in my
opinion, well within our grasp, if we can
preserve our ranks unbroken and can
secure the support and confidence of our
fellow countrymen abroad for a few short
years more."
?

Miss Khona Adair, an Irish girl
hailing from County Antrim, defeated Miss Neville of Worcestershire recently in the final round for
the women's championship of Great
Britain. The championship was first
played in 1893, and two Scotch and
two Irish players have in turn won
the title. Last year's champion
was Miss May Hazlett, a seventeenyear-old Irish girl.

THE IRISH QUESTION AT PRESENT.

Irish immigration statistics continue to reveal a decreasing populaIn an article on The Present tion in Ireland. The report of the
Position of the Irish Question," in register-general of Ireland for 1899
the current Forum, John E. Red- was laid on the table of the House
mond, M. P., the present leader of of Commons some time ago; it shows
the reunited Irish Party in the that the number of emigrants who
House of Commons, discusses as fol- left Ireland in the year was 43,760,
lows one of the results, politically, or 9.7 per 1,000 of the estimated
upon the fortunes of Ireland, of the population, and an increase of 9,875
Boer War. This article was evi- over the numbers of 1898. Deductdently written before Lord Salisbury ing those who were natives of other
made that Primrose Day speech countries than Ireland, the net emibreathing hostility to Ireland's aspir- gration of native Irish was 41,232,
ations. Mr. Redmond says :
being an increase of 8,991 over the
way, also, the iniquitous previous year. As usual, the bulk
In
another
"
Boer War has served Ireland. It has were young men and women, 82
afforded to English statesmanship a strik- per cent, being between the ages of
ing object-lesson of the disastrous effects 15 and 35. Of the total, 35,433, or
of the past misgovernment of Ireland.
85.9 per cent., went to the United
Of the policy which led to the war there
States, 1,005 to Australia, 397 to
are many divergent views throughout
the
empire
Canada, and 4,141 to Great Britain.
Empire;
but
once
the British
had become committed to the war, there
was an almost unanimous response from
all parts of the world from all the mZ2
Print your
/rf
to the call to
children of that empire
i _J>U
J&l TW*-% 1rA«" w" carils,
Canada
willarms. From Australia and
uook newspaper, with cur
fc* *. or $18 printing press.
ing aid came to the empire in its difficulty SiJsOljgSß
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ffiJwJsSlßp®
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seldom without competent help.
Some servants are satisfied with having Thursday afternoons and Sunday afternoons and evenings. Some
employers, however, do not seem to
understand that their servants have
any right to resent having repeated
demands made on their leisure time.
I once worked in a house where the
cook was supposed to have these
bitter and uncompromising hostility; and
afternoons off. I had been there only that land was Ireland. From wherever
Thursday
a short time when, one
free representative institutions had been
afternoon, she said, " This is my day conceded to the people, from wherever
off, and I would much rather remain the peoplewere permitted to govern themexpressions of loyalty; and
at home and sew, than go down- I selves, came
the one land which is
from
strong is this reason. Their own
only
it
was
which I replied, " Then I
homes may be very humble, but, town." To
?

?
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Written for the Review.
A THOUGHT.
BA.CY.C.

Fair May, and fairer June together,
Gems set within the circlet of the year.
What wonder that His month should linger
Close in the shadow of the one so dear
To Mary? Thus the sweet unfolding
Of His life out of hers, and then the rare,
Deep love of Jesus ever moulding
Her soul, in turn, and making it more fair'
Her weakness to His strength inclining,
His love, o'er her a Hood of sunshine
thrown;

The type of our love's upward twining,
Swift waked to grace aud beauty by His
own.

m.m

Written for the Review.
THE PEARL OF THE OAKS.
BY MARY ROWENA COTTER.

.

(Copyright: Mary E. Cotter, 1899.]

[Continued.]

After listening to a few brief remarks
which satisfied the anxious mother for
the present in regard to the absent one,
she again said " In James' name you are
indeed a thousand times welcome to his
home. Words can not express how pleased
we are to have you here, and I would like
to listen to you for hours, but you must
be both tired and hungry after your long
journey, so I will trouble you no more
until after tea, which will soon be ready."
Itseemed almost as good as having James
himself at home once more; and Mrs.
Levimore, unwilling to trouble her guest
with the attentions of the blacks to whom
he had been unaccustomed in the North,
where she believed his home to have been,
conducted him herself to his room. It
was not to the pleasant guest chamber
which had been reserved for Father Smith
she took him, but to the still more beautiful apartment of herson, which had never
been occupied since within its walls
Marie's spirit had winged its heavenward
flight. As she was leaving him to prepare
for the evening meal she told him whose
room it was, and with tearful eyes asked
him to say one prayer for her dear, departed child. Returning in little over half
an hour the hostess announced that tea
was ready. When they entered the diningroom she made apologies for the absence
of Rose and Maude, who were spending
the afternoon at the Oaks with Melissa.
The weary traveler greatly enjoyed the
refreshing repast laid before him, and
the frequent mention of Melissa, who
was spoken of in the most endearing
terms, greatly added to his pleasure. Not
one word about her escaped him, and
while talking pleasantly to his companions on whatever topic they chose,
his heart was lifted to heaven in an almost continual prayer that in her he
might not be disappointed. The meal
was scarcely finished when callers were
announced for Gertie, and her mother's
services were at the same time needed in
giving some directions in the kitchen in
regard to tomorrow's work.
" I regret, Father, that we must leave
you for a time to entertain yourself,"
apologized Mrs. Levimore. "We have a
well filled library where you can find
plenty to occupy your time, or perhaps
you would like to take a stroll through
the grounds or visit our dearlittle chapel.''
" I will go to the chapel, if you will be
kind enough to tell me the way."
Mrs. Levimore accompanied him to the
door, and pointing toward the pretty
little building just visible among the trees
said, " There It is, Father, only a fewsteps away, and you will find it unlocked,
as the children go there nearly every evening now to practice the May hymns with
Melissa."
He thanked her and walked rapidly
away, thinking only of the girl whom he
had traveled so many roiles to find. Before he reached the edifice the sound of
music, mingled with childish voices,
reached his ears. As if fearing to disturb
the singers he glided silently in, and taking his breviary from his pocket knelt in
a secluded corner near the door, where,

unobserved, he could listen. The music,
coming as it did from the untrained voices
of about two dozen little colored boys and
girls, touched the heart of the priest.
The hymn was finished, and before the
last lingering notes of the organ had died
away a sweet voicesaid i "Verywell done,
children; I am proud of you, and wish
that Father Smith could hear how well
you sing the hymn. Now, let us say the
Litany of the Blessed Virgin and then
you may go."
" Please, Miss 'Lissy, sing us one hymn
first," said one of the little girls.
" Yes, on condition that Miss Maude
and Miss Rose will help me."
The two girls assented, and soon the
sweet voices, so diflerent from the others,
mingled in singing one of the hymns he
had often heard in dear old England. In
spirit Father O'Neil was back once more
in his beloved monastery, where he had
spent so many happy hours; but he did
not linger long there, for his heart went
farther back until he saw the little private
chapel where he himself and the daughter
of Lord Saxon had been baptized. The
voices of the two younger girls were
very weak compared with Melissa's, and
he knew that it was she who sang in a
voice so like Lady Saxon's that he almost
felt his kind benefactor were near him.
" Can it be so," he thought, " or it Is only
a trick of my imagination, born of the
hopes I entertained in coming here."
Louder, but still sweeter, now sounded
the voice, which sang
" O Mother of Jesus, be my mother, too."
Her voice thrilled with tearful sadness
as she repeated the line, lingering on the
last words in quivering tones which betrayed the fact that she must be in
tears, as indeed she was ! It was over
now, and the last words had died away,
but they long continued to ring in his
ears. After the recitation of the Litany
of Loretto the little dusky choir was dismissed he felt like going forth to give
them his priestly blessing, bat was too
overcome to move. He heeded not the
patter of their feet as they were leaving
the chapel, until aroused by their loud
shouts outside. Thinking he would be
disturbed no more, "he opened his breviary
and commenced to read, but he was soon
surprised to hear the return of a light
footstep. Melissa had come back alone,
and in order to observe her more closely
without being seen he drew himself back
deeper into the shadows which were beginning to fall. With bowed head and
wearied step, betokening a heart too sad
for one so young and fair, she walked to
the altar and knelt in silent prayer before
the statue of the Blessed Virgin. Her
head was turned so that he could see how
sad was the face down which flowed
many silent tears. In silent prayer she
remained until it began to grow quite
dark, then reverently pressing her lips to
the feet of the statue she arose and said,
" O my dear mother, pray for me, and if
I have a mother, help me to find her, and
if not, help me to bear more patiently the
heavy cross thy Divine Son has sent me";
then she added the first prayer she ever
remembered having said, " () Mary conceived without sin, pray for us who have
recourse to thee."
Father O'Neil did not wish her to know
that he had intruded on her secret devotion, but as she was leaving the chapel
she saw him, so he stepped forth and met
her atjthe door. " Miss Tone, I believe,"
he said, then introduced himself, telling
her that he had arrived at Klendale that
afternoon, and had stepped into the
chapel for a few minutes' devotions.
" You are most welcome, Father," she
said, her sad face brightening; " I suppose you are to say Mass tomorrow"
" Yes, I have 'promised to say my first
Mass here for Marie Levimore in the
morning," but he did not tell her then to
whom he hail made the promise.
" Thank God," she murmured, softly.
It is a great comfort to us here to be allowed the blessed privilege of hearing the
Holy Mass and receiving the sacraments;

:

;

"

?
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for you know it is only once in three
months, and sometimes not so ofter, excepting in cases of urgent sickness, our
good priest visits us."
" So I have been told. I am a stranger
in the country, called here only on important business, and your bishop has commissioned me during my visit to look after
the scattered portion of his flock in this

tions, and half an hour before the time

been mistaken for a Federal spy in disguise. No such thoughts, however, entered the mind of the gentle, trusting girl,
and she uttered another fervent Thank
God" for this unexpected privilege.
A few casual remarks followed and the
two separated, the priest returning to
Glendale, while Melissa went back to the
chapel to make a little preparation for the
great boon in store for her on the morrowShe did not forget to pray at the same
time for the success of the business which
had brought the good priest among them;
but in her mind was no suspicion that it
was herself for whom she was now offering such fervent prayers.
Father O'Neil had been deeply impressed
by the short interview, for he wasnow almost convinced that success had crowned
his etlorts, and he had at last found the
daughter of Lord Saxon. No child could
bear a stronger resemblance to a mother
than did this young lady to the lonely
woman he had left in Ireland. There
were the same finely chiseled features,
while the color of the hair and eyes was
identical, excepting that Lady Saxon's
once beautiful locks werenow mixed with
many a silver thread. What struck the
priest most forcibly was the sweet, sad
expression which had settled on the face
of the girl whose youth should have
known only smiles.
While this carried out more fully the resemblance, it
grieved him, for he knew that there was
some secret, hidden sorrow, and he
wished,to fathom the [depths of her soul
in order, if possible, to apply a healing
balm to drive away the dark cloud, whatever it might be. What he had witnessed
in the chapel had been a still stronger
proof that Melissa was unhappy. Once
he thought that she might perhaps be
mourning for her absent lover, but later
in the evening became convinced that
there must be another cause.
Returning to Glendale the priest was
met at the gate by Gertie, who, after a
few pleasant remarks, informed him that
she was on her way to the Oaks to invite
Miss Tone over to spend the evening.
She seems so much like one of the fam"ily,"
she said, "that our circle seems incomplete without her, especially when
we are to hear about our dear, absent
brother."
With a smile she passed on, and Father
O'Neil entered the house, glad of an opportunity to see more of Lady Saxon's
ways in every word and movement, but
when alone in his own room the dlfllculty
presented itself, as it had many times on
his way here, as to how he was to prove
the girl's identity. It caused him long
restless hours of wakefulness; but at
last he fell asleep with the assurance
that the God Who had guided him this
far would not forsake him at the moment
when the prize for which he had so long
prayed seemed to be within his grasp.
Next morning, long before any of the
other inmates of Glendale were awake,
the D.imlnican Father was at his devo-

the need of their prayers. Before the
day was over he had been informed that
to Melissa was mostly due the credit of
having kept devotion in the hearts of, not
only their own slaves, but those of the
Catholic neighbors for miles around.
Saturday had come.'and as yet Melissa's
identity had been iinestablished; but
Father O'Neil was now more firmly convinced than ever thathe had made no mistake. From her own lips he had heard
the story of how she had been taken from
the gipsy camp. She had told him many
incidents of her life amoDg the wandering band, describing with such vividness
the old hag who had claimed to be a relative that he felt certain that she was the
same who had spirited the child, Irene,
away.
" Do you remember any other home
besides the gipsy camp? " he had asked.
"Yes, Father," was the reply. ?' I remember distinctly of having lived alone
with the old woman in a little cottage, but
where it was I can not tell. I sometimes
think it must have been iv Europe, f r
shortly after joining the gipsies we
boarded a large ship, but how long we remained on it I do not know, for I was so
very ill they feared I would die, anil I had
to be carried on shore."
And that is all you remember?"
Melissa pressed her hand to her brow
and remained some minutes with her eyes
covered, as if trying [to recall something
in the forgotten past.
I have a faint
remembrance, Father," she said, "of
something before that, but whether it was
a dream or a reality I know not, for my
memory seemed to have failed after my
illness on board the ship; and when I
spoke of the home where I lived with my
aged companion she admitted it all to be
true; but in reference to where I was
before that time, she laughed at me and
said I had been dreaming."
"Of what were your dreams, as she
called them?"
" I Imagined myself in a bea utiful home
where there were many attendants, and I
was left to run and play in the house and
beautiful grounds all day. Everything
was done to make me happy, and best of
all, I had a kind father and mother whose
caresses were showered upon me whenever I came near them. After that I was
stolen by a strange man, who shut me up
in a lonely attic and kept me there for a
long time, until I was taken away by the
woman with whom I remained until I was
left here."
{To be continued.)

appointed for Mass he went to the chapel,
where he was surprised to find many persons already assembled. Such a congregation it had never before been his
lot to meet; for with the exception of a
few white people, to whom the word
of his arrival had been sent the evening
before, they were mostly slaves, varying
vicinity."
in color from ebony to faces almost as
To one more accustomed to the ways fair as those of their pale brethren. What
of the world, this unexpected arrival of a surprised him most was the great number
stranger at such a time might have exof both white and black who approached
cited grave suspicions; for had the priest the sacraments of Penance and the Holy
come unaccompanied by one who was well Eucharist for the girl, who, from what
known to the peoplehe might at firsthave he heard of her, it seemed must be beyond

"

"

"

Two For One.
Much money has been saved hy the ingenious combination of different pieces of
furniture in a single, piece, and one of the
leading houses in this system of economy
has been the I'aine Furniture Company.
This week this house offers one of the most
valuable and ingenious combinations in the
form of a wheel chair and a carrying chair.
DepartIt is to be found in their Invalid readers
ment on the sixth floor, and if our
the
have not visited this department within
find much that,
last six months, they will
is new and interesting to see.
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Medical.
ABOUT

MUMPS.

Mumps, owing possibly to the
name, and possibly to the fact that
it is not so communicable as the

other contagious diseases of childhood, neverseems to enlist as much
sympathy or as serious consideration as it really merits. It is due to
a contagion which the scientists
think they have definitely found
a microbe, they say, says Dr. Murray, in the Delineator. The infection
maybecarried by persons going from
one place to another. It takes a long
time for the disease to develop after
exposure; the usual time is placed
from two to three weeks, though it
may develop a little earlier and may
be latent even longer. Infants, as a
rule, are not afflicted. Mumps is
?

most common from the age of four
to that of fourteen. The disease is

occurring in
adults than in children. For this
reason parents often think it well to
let children be exposed to it and
more severe when

to have it over with. One does not
wish, however, to have children ill

if it can be helped, and the general
advice usually given by doctors is to
avoid all sickness whenever it is
possible, and never to court disease.
Some say that mumps is contagious
even before the swelling shows itself ; certainly twenty-four hours
before and even longer. It is also
contagious while the symptoms are
present several aays afterward. The
quarantine should last for three

weeks from the time the disease appears. It is not necessary to fumigate.

Before the swelling of the glands
there is generally afeeling of trouble
impending. The head aches, there
is a distaste for food or nausea, and
vomiting, with pain in the back and

legs. Usually fever is present, mild,
ranging from 100 to 101 degrees,
but in some cases from 102 to 104
degrees. Pain in the jaws, which
precedes the swelling, is often very
great, increasing at the slightest
movement, with pressure, or when
acids are taken. The swelling begins
just below the ear on one or both
sides, and increases gradually until
the third day after its appearance,
when it is at its height; shortly after
this it begins to subside, and in a
few days entirely disappears. The
duration of mumps is usually from
eight to ten days, but it may only
last five. The swelling generally
begins under the left ear, following
at the other side. The proportion
of cases in which the swelling occurs
on both sides is ten to one. The
parotid gland is usually the one affected, but the smaller salivary glands
may sympathize. When the swelling is very greatthe patient presents
a peculiar appearance. The ear is
For Nervous Exhaustion
Use Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Dr. A. L. Turner, Bloomsburg
Sanitarium, Philadelphia, l'a., says:
As an adjunct to the recuperative
"powers
of the nervous system, I
know of nothing equal to it."
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the centre of the tumor which fills
in the neck below and extends to
the temples above. The secretion
of the saliva is diminished, and the
patient suffers much from dryness of
the mouth. In some exceptional
cases the reverse has been true, and
the How of saliva has been excessive.
The swelling interferes with eating
and swallowing; and the pressure
upon the large blood vessels of the
neck is so greatas to cause headache
and even delirium. The parotid
gland will swell andbecome inflamed,
taking on a condition similar to
mumps, when it has been injured
accidentally ; it will also sympathize
with disturbances in other parts of
the body, such as fevers. In like
manner, the presence of mumps
may bring about trouble in other
and distant organs of the body.
Especially is this true in adult life.
Mumps may also be complicated
with lung and brain inflammations
and heart complications. Inflammations of the nerves may likewise
take place. In a number of cases
ear troubles have occurred
deafness, together with inflammation of
the ear. The glands themselves have
also been the seat of great inflammation, resulting in the breaking down
of the tissues and the formation of
abscesses. The kidneys may also
become diseased. These complications take place generally after the
disease has run its course and one
looks for its subsidence and a recovery. Fortunately these untoward
complications are not the rule, but
the exception. As the diseaseis selflimited, it does not offer much of a
field for treatment. The difficulty
of swallowing makes eating a matter
of necessity rather than of pleasure.
The diet must, therefore, be mostly
liquid, or very soft foods. In some
instances the swelling is so great
that the mouth is opened with diffi?

culty, and it is almost impossible
to open it wide enough to receive
the food. The use of a tooth-brush
is out of the question, and the mouth
must be kept clean by means of disinfecting mouth-washes, such as listerine, saturated solution of boracic
acid and the like. The face should
be protected by means of cotton
kept in place by a bandage. Sometimes the application of heatis grateful. This can be accomplished by
means of poultices or cloths wrung
out of hot water.
Strawberry

Fritters.

Make a

light batter of the yolks of three
eggs beaten with four tablespoonfuls
of milk, a piece of butter the size of
a walnut, and a little salt; one teaspoonful of Congress Baking Powder, and one scant cup of flour sifted
together. Mix smooth, then, add the
whites of the eggs beaten to a stiff
froth. Select large, finely flavored
berries, and drop two or three of
them in the batter at a time, taking
out at once in a large spoonful, and
fry quickly in boiling fat. When a
nice brown on both sides, serve at
once, dusted with powdered sugar,
or serve with strawberry sirup.

.
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FOR MIDDLE-AGED WOMEN.

WASTE IN THE KITCHEN.

Two Letters from Women Helped Through
the "Change of Life" by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

A careful oversight of the affairs
" Dear Mrs. Pixkham :?When I first
of the kitchen would enable many wrote to you I was in a very bad condition. I was passing through the
housekeepers to greatly reduce ex- change of life,
and the doctors said I
penses. The amounts saved would had bladder and liver trouble. I had
be small, it is true, but the pennies suffered for nine years. Doctors failed
to do me any good. Since Ihave
soon grow into dollars, and there Lydia B. Pinkhams Vegetable taken
Comare very few families who can not pound, my health has improved very
find a place for every dollar. Put much. 1 will gladly recommend your
medicine to others and am sure that it
the pieces of bread in a jar until will prove as great a blessing to them
you have a quantity of them, and as it has to me."?Mrs. Geo. H. June,
use them as they are needed. They 901 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. Y.
are nice for milk toast, chicken
Relief Came Promptly
" Dear Mrs. Pinkham :?I had been
dressing, hash puddings and crounder treatment with the doctors for
quettes. When they become very four years, and seemed to
get no better,
dry, roll them into a powder with a I thought I would try your medicine.
trouble was change of life, and I
rolling-pin, and use them just as you My
must say that I never had anything
would cracker-crumbs.
help me so much as Lydia E. PinkSave the fryings and meat drip- ham's Vegetable Compound. Relief
came almost immediately.
I have
pings. Water in which meat has better
health now than I ever had. I

been boiled should be allowed to feel like a new woman, perfectly
stand until it is cold, when the grease strong. 1 give Lydia E. Pinkham's
that collects on the top can be taken Compound all the credit, and would
not do without her medicine for anyoff. To clarify it, put it over the thing. I have recommended it to
fire and heat until the water has several of my friends. There is no
of women suffering so much for
evaporated. There are many ways need
Mrs. Pinkham's remedies are a sure
in which it may be used, and it will cure." ?Mabala Hi ti.kr. Bridgewater, 111.
be as good as lard or butter.
Another Woman Helped
When abar of toilet soap becomes
" Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam :?I took Lydia
too small to-use, put it in a cup and
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
set it aside until you have several of during change of life and derived great
them. To half a cupful of these benefit from its use."?Mart E. James,
pieces add a tablespoonful of water, 136 Coydon St., Bradford, Pa.
set the cup in a pan of boiling water,
and allow it to boil until it is melted, in boxes or trunks, and sprinkled
stirring it occasionally. Pour it in- fully with powdered borax, which
will effectively protect them from
to a small deep

sauce-dish

to

cool.

It can be removed by running a
warm knife blade around the edges,
and you will have another cake of
toilet soap.
The small wastes are almost innumerable. Oil is spilled while the

the ravages of moths.

Furs should

be carefully examined to see that
neither moth nor its egg has hidden
in folds or creases. Blankets should
be well aired and sunned, sprinkled
with borax, folded, and sewed up in
lamps are being filled ; pickles are sheets. If any fear is entertained
the articles
left without vinegar on them until regarding the moth,
packed
should
be
examined,
away
they are spoiled and must be thrown
about
the midrepacked
away; two spoonfuls of washing- sunned and
these precaudle
of
the
summer.
If
powder are used in the dish-water
when one would clean the china tions are taken, no damage may be
and glassware, and leave it bright apprehended from moth.
Eliza R. Parker.
and shining; the gasoline can is left
open, and its contents evaporate.
Bones from steaks are thrown away

when they might be used for soup
stock. Coffee that is left from a

.. . .

meal is thrown out instead of drain-

IN

ing it off of the grounds, and keeping it in a glass jar. When it is
needed, put the jar in a pan of water
and heat it gradually until it is boilTHE IDEAL VACATION LAND.
ing. The pudding is put in a dish
Beautiful Scenery. Delightful climate.
The
that is not well greased, and its con- Sportsman's Paradise, abounding in virgin waters
and unexplored forests.
tents slick, thereby wasting part of
The Dominion Atlantic Railway Line
it. Thrift is not stinginess, and is
From Boston to Yarmouth, N. S.( is the shortest,
and best route to any part of the Marialways commendable, whether in the quickest
time Province
during present season, three magnifiIn
service
of
rich
homes
or poor. To be able cent twinscr-w.
nineteen knot Steamers.
GEORGE,"
PRINCE
turn
to
the
everything
to
best ac- "» PRINCE EDWARD."" PRINCE ARTHUR," and
count is an ability of which a woman
Under 13 hours Boston to Yarmouth, N. S.
Write to undersigned for all information as to
may well be proud.
rates, tours, hotels, etc which will be sent postfree.
Marion.
F.
H Armstrong, G.P.A. J.F. Masters, NE. Supt.
MOTH.

,

garments, blankets and
IfursWoolen
are
packed away for the
that
I summer
if

require attention

are to be kept in good order.

Kentvllle,
N. S.

228 Washington St.,
Boston.

they
Every

article should be brushed, beaten
cured by LAVILLE'S LIQCOK OB
and hung in the sun, then folded Positively
PILLS. Uaed successfullyby leading Phyalclaus
Europe lv treating the moat compliseparately, and wrapped in news- throughout
cated and stubborn chronic cases. Pamphlet witb
full Information, from E. FOUQERA A CO.,
papers. Then they should be laid I 2S-J0 N. William St.. N. Y.
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LETTER FROM HAVANA.
Havana, May 25, 1900.
Editor Review:
The American religious in Havana are
becoming quite common. Four Sisters
of the Good Shepherd arrived in Havana
this week, from St. Louis, to aid the
community here in caring for fallen wo*
men, who, under orders of the governorgeneral of the island, are committed for
prescribed offences to a government institution especially provided for their
detention and placed in charge of the
Sisters, as mentioned in my last letter.
A fifth Sister from St. Louis is expected
soon. They are government employees.
Major E. St. John Greble, superintendent of charities and hospitals of Cuba,
has given the Augustinian Fathers of
St. Augustine's rectory permission to
give religious instructions to the inmates of the Girls' Orphanage of Havana, which has lately been instituttd.
The orphanage also includes a normal
school department, the members of
which give instruction to the orphans.
A special Mass for all those in the orphanage to attend will be celebrated
each Sunday at St. Augustine's Chapel.
The Sisters of the Sacred Heart have
?

opened a free school in connection with
their splendid academy in this city. The
free school is already liberally attended.
Sister Aloysius of the Ursulines of
New York City is now in Havana, and
has secured the permission of Bishop
Sbarretti for her order to open an English-speaking academy in Vedado, a

fashionable suburb of Havana. The Ursulines already have two houses in Cuba,
one in Havana and another in Puerto
Principe.
Superintendent Frye has expressed
his personal willingness that the Cuban
teachers who will go to Harvard under
his direction, be accompanied by one or
more priests, and that three or four Sisters, engaged in teaching in Cuba, may
enjoy the privileges of the trip. He
has further expressed himself as willing
to correspond with the representatives
of Catholic organizations with reference
to making provision for religious or
other exercisesconducive to the spiritual
welfare, or mental entertainment, of the

teachers while in the United States.
The unscrupulousness of relic-seekers
in Cuba has been exemplified at Cabana
fortress and Morro castle, forming part
of the old Spanish fortifications of the
harbor. All the movable articles of a
chapel, including the holy water basins
and stained-glass windows, which were
broken in pieces, have been carried
away. A monument erected by Spanish
soldiers to certain of their comrades who
died a heroic death has been badly defaced. The monument contained an inscription and the names of the dead, the
letters being of brass riveted in the
stone. Those letters havebeen wrenched
out and carried away, till neither the
names nor the inscription can be read.
Keports have been received from the
interior of Cuba to the effect that the
priests are suffering many privations in
common with the people. In many districts the people are bordering on star-

I)

ing more than to declare null and void
the marriage ceremony when performed
before a Catholic priest. The petition
was fortified by thirty thousand signatures secured in a very short time in the
diocese of Havana alone, and included
the names of many of the best people in
the island. The archbishop of Santiago
recently offered to forward a petition
from that diocese, but it was decided not
to delay matters further. The leading
journals of Havana favor the petition.
Santiago.

N
aSensd onsense.
Mrs. Wundkr.
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Makes all Chafing-dish cookery palatable 1
ant digestible.- Gives a delicate, flavor to
rarebits. Lobster Nev/burgh.Oysters.etc.
tpi&S,-*Wf\ Welsh
Duncans Sons, I
JS"*" Hi onSignature
' / Jofw
everybottle
Agents New York J
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" And by

holding the wire loops, as
doing now, it makes a handy
arrangement for holding a small miryou see me

Washington was a

1

Mk

June it, 1900.

"
" Haven't the slightest use for such a

ror

-

expect me to use the exact language in
which papa will express himself when
he hears of it.

At the medical examinationof volunteers for service in South Africa one was
found to have very bad teeth. He did
"While by adjusting another small
not see how this should be any drawin
this
and
another
position
mirror
at
Mrs. Bugqins.?Has the ice man been
For," said he, " I thought we
back.
this angle, as you will notice, and plachere this morning ?
had to shoot the Boers. I didn't know
in
kitchen
for
examing
window,
it
the
Mr. Buggins.?l think he has. There's
ple, it has the curious effect of enabling we were to eat them."
a damp place on the back step.
the observer seated at one side of the
He (half-past ten p. m.) ?I wish you
window and entirely out of sight to see would
you
herbivorous,
Would
call
a
cat
sing that dear old song, " Back"
carnivorous or omnivorous? " asked the distinctly through any windowthat may ward, Turn Backward, O Time in Your
man who is learned, but tedious.
be opposite and to note what is going on Flight." It is my favorite.
" Neither," answered the man who inside, and all I ask for this most useful She. I would dearly love to favor
and comprehensive invention is 75 you, but I am afraid my singing would
yawns ; " merely vociferous."
cents, whichis only about one-half
" wake father. Suppose,
of sing-

versatile man.

Mr. Wonder.?He had to be to look
like all his pictures.

thing."

"

?

"Confound this old lawn-mover; it

instead

"I'll take it."

won't cut a thing, blame it."
A Caribou man lately wandered into
"Henry! Henry! how you talk!
a remote hotel that doesn't keep a dicBegin again, now, and run that lawntionary, and on coming down in the
mower the way a Presbyterian deacon
morning was asked by the landlordhow
ought to run it."
he rested.
"It is to be merely a little garden
"Oh," replied the gentleman, "I sufparty," explained the prospective hostfered nearly all night from insomnia."
ess. "We dine al fresco, of course."
The landlord was mad in a minute,
"I have heard of the gentleman," said and roared, "I'll bet you two dollars
Mrs. Gaswell, with well-bred indifference, there ain't one in my house."
" but I think I never met him."
"I onck met a good old lady out
" What does this nation need ? West," said Senator Vest, "who evinced
shouted the impassioned orator. "What great surprise of a not very complimendoes this nation require if she steps tary sort when she met me. And so
proudly across thePacific if she strides you're Senator Vest, the great senator ?'
boldly across the mighty ocean in her she asked. 'I'm Senator Vest,' I replied,
march of trade and freedom? I repeat, bowing. Well, well!' she exclaimed
contemptuously. After all I've heard
what does she need? "
"Rubber boots," suggested the grossly about you, I never'd a-thought it!' "
materialistic person in a rear seat.
Mrs. Crimsoniseak. ?John, do you
Angry-Looking Woman.
You go consider that the efforts of the Peace
away from here or I'll call my husband. Conference were a failure?
Wkary William. ?Yer husband ain't
Mr. Crimsoniseak.
Decidedly so.
Look at the troubles in the Philippines,
at 'ome.
Woman.
How dyer know he ain't? this unpleasantness in South Africa!
Wkary William.
I've alius noticed, And even the members of our church
mum, that when a man is married to a choir, I understand, are having troubles
woman wat looks like you do, he's never of their own!
at 'ome except at mealtimes.

"

'

?

' '

?

?

?

ing, I turn the clock back an hour?
He.
Isy all means. You are a born
diplomat.
?

Uncle," said one of the children,
what is the difference between a cat
and an elephant? "
" I know what is in your mind, child,"
replied the professor, " yet the old
answer, to the effect that the elephant
can't climb a tree, is not altogether correct. An elephant may not be able to
climb to the branches, but he can get as
high as the trunk."

"

"

One day Jack, overcome with loneli-

:

ness, said
" Oh, I wish I had a little brother to
play with me."
Well," said mamma, " if you had a
?

"

little brother, he would be mamma'slittle
boy, and mamma would be his mamma,
too, and you would have to be very kind
and unselfish with him."
Disheartened at the dreadful prospect,
the little fellow exclaimed :
" I don't want a little brother. I wish
I was twins, so I could play with my?

self."

?

H
Miss Gush. Do you like classical
Mr.
Sourdropp?
music,
Tinker.
My scheme is sure to make
Mr. Sourdropp.?Yes.
a hit if the postal authorities will only
Miss Gush. ?Oh, I am so glad. Do
adopt it.
you not find in it great inspiration, subMinker. What is it?
Tinker. The idea is to put a ther- lime thought and truebeauty ?
Mr. Sourdroi'l'. ?Not exactly. I like
mometer over each letter-box; of course,
because
it
no blithering idiot can beat
every man that goes by will stop to look
time to it with his foot.
at it.
Minker. Well, what of that?
Young Mr. Si'oona.more(wlio has just
Tinker. Well, right alongside of the
been accepted).?But what will your fathermometer there'llbe a little sign readther say, darling? You know he doesn't
DOMINION LINE
ing " Got any letters in your pocket to
like me any too well.
mail for your wife?"
S.S.
New
England and S. S." Canada
The Young Woman. Well, you can't
and
S. S. Derbyshire."
Pkdlkr (opening his pack).?l have
vation.
(D. S. and Royal Mall Steamera) In Serrloe
and
Mrs.
Lee
an
between
Fitzhugh
lately
improved
rat-trap,
here,
madam,
General
tendereda reception to Bishop Sbarretti, which
Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool
Woman of the House. ?We are never
following a grand review of the troops
Oablu. #37.50
JOablri Paaaage »' Low Ratea Second
Return, #71.25.
(Terr auperlor accommodatlone)
at Camp Columbia by General Wood. troubled with rats.
Steerage Paaaage, #25.50. Paaaengera booked to and
and Ireland. For
Many army officers had expressed a defrom all polnta In Great Britain
" Which can also be used for cracking
sailings, Ratea, etc., apply to or addreaa RICH103
ARDS, M11.U9 CO., Genernl Ag*"<«. men
sire to meet the Bishop, and the object nuts
"
4tate Street, Boston, or Loeai »<».\u25a0«\u25a0
of the reception was to give them an opMtlea and towna In Hear kngland.
" We never eat nuts."
"Oras a coffee roaster. Adjusted in
portunity to do so.
In addition to his personal request this manner, it
"
CHAS. STRATTON & SON
and polishes the house
made some time ago, Bishop Sbarretti
TJ (>ft 1*» r H 111
" We always buy our coffee roasted." Cleans
submitted a petition, this week, to Gov" Just so. Reversing the wires that from kitchen to parlor, pots
ernor-General Wood, asking for the im- form the upper portion and bringing to statuary, paint to mirmediate repeal of the obnoxious mar- down the side flaps thus, we have a de- rors.
It is the finest cleaner
77 Leverett St., Boiton.
riage order issued by General Brooke vice for holding eggs when cooking
'>
made
and will not scratch.
the
of
We
eat
Lowest Prices for Solid Ooods
eggs."
last May,
effect which was nothnever
"
?

?

?

?

?

?

:
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